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T R A N S C R I P T I O N 
CONSONANTS 
t = D e n t a l S t o p 
t = Retroflex Stop 
• 
c = Palatal Stop 
J = Voiced Palatal Stop, 
s = Palatal Fricative. 
X = Velar Fricative. 
0 = Voiced Velar Fricative, 
q = Uvular Stop 
f = Labio-dental Fricative. 
V = Voiced Labio-dental Fricative 
VOWELS 
i = Front, High, Long. 
1 = Front, High, Short. 
a = Central, low, long. 
e = Central, Mid, Short. 
u = Back, High, long, 
U = Back, High, Short, 
e = Front, Mid. 
o = Back, Mid. 
e* = Front, Mid, Short. 
o' = Back, Mid, Short. 
ee = Front, low. 
•> = Back, low. 
<> = Graphemes 
// = Phonemes 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
I: 1. The Urdu Language 
Urdu is one of the New Indo-Aryan languages which 
has developed from Sanskrit through Khari Boli and Saurseni 
Prakrit. The development of Urdu took place after 1000 A.D 
which marks the end of Apabhramsa period. There were certain 
political and sociocultural influences which favoured and 
prepared backgroiind for the evolution of Urdu in India. Its 
proper development started, only when Muslim entered Delhi 
from Punjab in 1193 A.D, and made the city capital of their 
empire. It has adopted certain elements from Arabic and 
Persian languages, e.g. phonological features, grammatical 
features and a considerable part of lexicon. 
Urdu is closely related to Hindi in phonology and 
grammar. As a language of mixed backgroiond , Urdu manifests 
diversity of problems at various structural levels out of 
which its phonology requires a special treatment as it has 
sociolinguistic and sociocultural implications, 
Urdu is not just a language specified in the VIII 
schedule of the Indian Constitution, it is widely used in 
India. Its speakers are spread over a number of states in 
India including Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and far off states like 
Karnataka and Maharashtra, It is the state language of Jammu 
and Kashmir in India and the official language of Pakistan. 
Urdu is spoken by more than tv/enty-eight million people in 
India . In north India, according to 1971 census and NCERT 
language reports the places where a sizeable population speaks 
Urdu are - Delhi; Darbhanga, Purnea, and Gaya (Bihar); 
Calcutta (Bengal) ; Bulandshahr Meerut, Aligarh and Lucknow 
(Uttar Pradesh). 
Urdu employes the Perso-Arabic script. It has 
produced extensive literature. Its idioms fascinate even those 
who know it marginally. One obvious reason for this is its 
rich and glorious literary and cultural heritage which tells 
us of the glorious past of our country. 
1:2. Aims and Scope of Study 
The present study is a preliminary inquiry into 
the sociolinguistic variation in Urdu with reference to the 
consonant clusters. It deals with co-variation of linguistic 
and social phen^-mena and attempts to find out the social 
class differences in the use of consonant clusters in Urdu. 
The area of investigation for such differences is confined 
to the monosyllabic words, since it is not possible to cover 
the whole texicon in a small dissertation. This study aims 
to test hypotheses concerning the correlations that may exist 
between language and social class. The study is basically, 
correlative in nature and Methodology. The goals set for the 
investigation can be summarized in the following; 
To provide a sociolinguistic perspective of the variation 
in the use of consonant clusters. 
- To explore the correlations between language and social 
class and the degrees of such correlations with reference 
to Urdu. 
To provide explanations for consonant cluster simplificatior 
in Urdu. 
To study the sociosemantic aspects (e.g. Hypercorrection, 
contrast, and the context) of variation in the consonant 
clusters in Urdu. 
The present study takes the Aligarh district as 
areal point. Although all possiole steps have been taken to 
make the data comprehensive and representative of the Urdu 
language as such. It makes a thorough analysis of the monosy-
llabic words with consonant clusters, to test the hypotheses 
concerning the relationship between language and social 
background. 
Such tests are designed, mainly, around the 
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variations in the most frequently occuring thirty words . 
Since it is a small scale study, it excludes one of the 
significant variables, i.e. ethnicity. And with regard to the 
corpus it excludes the polysyllabic words which may reveal 
greater sociolinguistic and structural implications. 
1:3. Review of Literature 
Several scholars of Anthropology, Sociology and 
Linguistics(Malinowski, Sapir, Sanssure) consider language as 
essentially a social phenomenon. To some it is a social 
phenomenon, a social art, and to others it is social inter-
action or activity, A variety of openions have been expressed 
on the relationship between language and society, and nature 
of such relationship. 
Ronald Wardhaugh (1986) discusses four distinct 
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possibilities on the nature of these relationships: 
i. Social structure may either influence or determine 
linguistic structure and/ or behavior, 
ii. Linguistic structure and/or behavior may either influence 
or determine social structure. 
iii, language and society may influence each other(mutual 
relationship) 
iv. no relationship at all between linguistic structure and 
social structure. 
Let us give the following illustration: 
( i ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Language 
Language 
Language 
Language 
Society 
Society 
Society 
Society 
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are associated with the 
views of Sociologists, Anthropologists, Sociolinguists and 
Transformation Generativists. 
The term 'Sociolinguistics ' does not appear until 
1952 in a work by Haver C. Currie whose intention was to 
encourage investigation into relation between speech behavior 
4 
and social status : "the present pxirpose is to suggest 
that social function and significations of speech factor 
offer a prolific field of research this field is here 
designated Sociolinguistics." 
Carrie's suggestions, however, remained merely a 
proposal. Ten years later the terms SOCIOLINGVISTIKA and 
5 
SOCIALNAJALINGVISTIKA came into use in USSR. In 1964 the 
sociolinguistic research also evoked broader interest in 
USA. 
Hymes large volume Language in Culture and Society 
(1964) contains the first studies on the social significance 
of language to have been made since 1920s. Labov's dissertation 
The Social Stratification of English in New York City (1964) 
proves for the first time a regular variation of linguistic 
variables with social variables. Labov (1970 a) aims to 
extend the traditional linguistics by linking linguistic 
analysis to the social context. Among variation studies the 
most formidable contributions come from William Labov in the 
United States and Basil Bernstein in the Great Britain. 
Bernstein deals with the assiomptions on correlation between 
speech and socialization while Labov seeks to make the 
Sociolinguistics or the study of language in social context, 
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the real or proper Linguistics . Labov's goals are linguistic 
whereas Bernstein's objectives are sociological and sociopolitic 
in nature. 
Bernstein is of the view that the social success of 
the members .of a society and their access to social privileges 
are directly dependent on the degree of organization of their 
linguistic messages. To him the speech habits of particular 
social groups in the lower class have little social influence 
and differ syntactically and semantically from those of other 
groups (the middle class) who have influenticl positions 
because of their material and intellectual privileges. He 
assumes that the differences in the expression of both classes 
are not neucral but are assessable in relation to actual 
social position.; involved. So, that the lower classes may be 
socially unprivileged due to their inadequate command of 
language which is limited in comparision with that of middle 
or upper class. The basic assiomption is that the speech of 
the lower class is more limited in its competence than the 
speech of the middle or upper class. This is termed as the 
Q 
Deficit Hypothesis . 
Labov ; rimarily deals with language and social class 
with an emphasis on language and linguistic analysis. His 
studies concern to understand more -about languages and 
investigation of topics such as the mechanisms of linguistic 
change, the nature of linguistic variability and the structure 
of linguistic systems. All of his work aims ultimately at 
developing a linguistic theory and at our understanding of the 
nature of language. He also aims to incorporate the variability 
into linguistic systems. 
The current objectives of Labov and his associates 
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are, according to himi 
" The project on linguistic change and variation 
aims to locate decisive solutions to the long standing 
problems of linguistic structure and language evolution through 
the quantitative analysis of the data drawn from the Speech 
Community ." (1978:1). 
To this end the sociolinguistic studies utilize a 
large range of methods, each with its own strengths and 
weaknesses. Today, there are multiple types of inquiries 
devoted to the study of language in relation to society. 
These can be grouped into fo\ar heads each having its distinct 
characteristics: 
Correlational Sociolinguistic studies(Labov; Bernstein) 
- Interactional Sociolinguistic studies or Studies in 
Ethnography of speaking/communication(Hymes; Gumperz) 
studies in the Sociology of language(Fishman; Ferguson) 
Studies in Social Psychology of language(Giles; Ervin Tripp) 
For illustration a schematic figure is given here: 
DISCIPLINES CONCERNING 
LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY 
LINGUISTICS ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING 
SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
CORRELAPIVE 
STUDIES 
INTERACTIONAL 
STUDIES 
LABOV, 
BERNSTEIN. 
GUMPERZ 
HYMES. 
SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STUDIES 
SOCIOLOG": 
LANGUAGE 
OF 
FISHMAN, 
FERGUSON 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
OF LANGUAGE 
GILES. 
ERVIN TRIPP. 
AN ILLUSTRATION OF VARIOUS DISCIPLINES 
STUDYING LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY 
Sociolinguistic Studies: Hindi and Other Indian Languages 
In 1969 the Indian institute for Advanced Study, 
Simla, published a volume entitled -Lenquage and Society in 
India . Tuis volume covers a wide range of topics from 
microsociolinguistic to macrosociolinguistic issues with 
reference to Indian 'languages. Another significant contribution 
to the sociolinguistic theory and practice in India is Papers 
in Indian Sociolinguistics (1978) pioblished by the Central 
Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore. It reports a number 
of sociolinguistic studies conducted in Mysore, In this 
collection Labov's paper entitled 'Design of a Sociolinguistic 
project ' provides with basis insights into the methodological 
as well as theoritical aspects of sociolinguistic research. 
In 1980 CIIL, Mysore, piiblished another volume entitled 
Language Planning focussing upon the language planning in 
Indian context. 
So far as the study of speech variation is concerned, 
particularly the sociolinguistic co-variation, one finds a 
very limited work in this area. 
Cohn and Singer (eds.) Structure and change in Indian 
Society contains the papers by William Bright, McCormack and 
A.K. Ramanujan who apply the techniques of sociolinguistics 
to study the social structure and the linguistic variation 
A.K. Ramanujan (1967) attempts to study the variation in Tamil 
in relation to caste factors, in his paper entitled'The 
Structure of Variation: A Study in ca3te Dialects' he analyzes 
how Brahmins talk with non-Brahmins as well as among themselves 
P.B. Pandit (1964) views the Sanskrit consonant: clusters in 
relation to caste dialects. According to him: "pronunciation 
of ^anskrit loan words in some of the new Indo-Aryan languages 
varies according to the status of speaker and the social 
context". He further points out that: 
"these elegent variants in the speech of ascending 
caste have been erroneously labelled as caste dialects". He 
also explores that the consonant cluster differences are 
related to the differences in contextual as well as social 
variaoles:" Sanskritic clusters appear in the speech of 
His 
educated elite and are more prominant"./another paper Pandit 
(1967) entitled 'Parameters of Speech Variation in an Indian 
Community' deals with speech variation in Gujrati. He uses 
statistical techniques to measure the social correlates of 
linguistic variables, e.g. nasalization or loss of nasalization 
12 in Gujrati. He has noted that: 
"The developing Urban centres display emerging 
social classes with considerable vertical mobility, which 
indicate that variation is functional, variation does not 
indicate a barrier in communication". 
Gumperz and Naim (1960) deal with formal-informal 
differences in Hindi-Urdu. Their paper entitled 'Formal and 
Informal Standards in Hindi Regional Language Area ' discusses 
a range of style variation and functions in Hindi-Urdu. The 
13 Hindi regional area according to them is: 
"the part of North India where Hindi serves as the 
official medium of local government and administration. This 
area v/hich includes the present states of Rajasthan, Delhi, 
Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and 
parts of Punjab, is not only the largest of the linguistic 
units on the sub-continent, but also stands apart in other 
respects". This paper describes the social environment of the 
standard, its relation to local dialects, its development 
and function within the speech community and linguistic analysis 
of speech variation with its relation to other factors in the 
social system. They find that: 
"Formal and Informal differences are more clearly 
evident in the pronunciation of consonant clusters. Uneducated, 
low prestige speech shows the smallest number of clusters". 
One also finds some other scattered instances of differences 
in the use of consonant clusters; 
" thus educated speakers may say /b&ref/ or /bsrf/ 
but always use /sirf/ /t&xt/ ." These references, 
however do not project the more systematic and regular social 
class differences. Gumperz and Naim only relate the use of 
consonant clusters to formal and Informal style variation. 
This single dimension, therefore, undermines the social class 
factors. Thus, it fails to reveal anything conclusive. 
Gumperz (1961) and Pandit (1967) both provide us 
with the basic issues related to speech variation in the 
Indian context, i.e. the context of the Indian Communities 
14 
and civilization. 
To the best of the knowledge of this investigator 
there is no study of Urdu from sociolinguistic point of view, 
Urdu manifests a diversity of problems and issues which can 
only be explained from sociolinguistic and socio cultural 
yardstick. 
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I:4.i. Methodology and Design of Study-
On the basis of previous studies, it has been 
found that there is a direct relationship between language 
and the social context. In designing the present study the 
investigator was strongly influenced by the past sociolingui-
stic research related to language and social class. Namely 
Fischer 1953; Gumperz-Naim(1960); Labov(l966), Pandit(1967); 
rrudgill (1974); and Lusk(1976). 
This sub-section will describe the experimental 
design and methodology of investigation. This particular study 
is designed to examine the effects of the variables of socio-
economic class Education, Age and Sex on language use in a 
speech community. In addition to these variables, the obser-
vations have also been made to study the variation in formal 
and informal contexts of use. In the analysis of variation, the 
statistical methods have been adopted to determine as objectively 
as possible, the significance of the consonant cluster in Urdu. 
The degrees of interrelationship between linguistic and social 
variables have been worked out for the selected variables. 
Statistical tests have been deviced to determine wheather or 
not a significant difference exists between and v/ithin speakers 
in formal and Informal contexts. It can therefore, be said that 
the design of present study is basically exploratory. It 
involves study of language in tis social environment v/ith an 
aim to find social class differences in speech. 
The area selected for study is the Ali'jarh district 
of Uttar Pradesh. In Ali.;arh a large population n'jz only speaks 
Urdu, but one is aole to find the third r-u6 f-urch ienerdtion 
speakers of Urdu for different social variabi-i;. This has oeen 
achieved by presenting text, v^or^:^  lists, :.ri;.- rv^ iev.'s, fieltJ 
dairy, anonymous ODservations, and attitude analysis of the 
respondents .^ 
I;4.ii. Selection of Respondents 
The present study has drawn data from more than 
seventy respondents living in and aroumd Aligarh district. 
The speech of five respondents has been recorded and studied 
for each category of a variable, e.g. Age 
A.l. 15-30 : 5 
A.2. 31-45 : 5 
A.3. 46-above : 5 
In the selection of respondents the following 
criteria has been made use of: 
Selection of speakers who belonged to tne third/fourth 
generation of Urdu speakers, whose speech is found to 
be relatively uniform among all members. 
they either originally belonged to Aligarh or their stay 
in Aligarh has been for more than 15-20 years. 
non-literates were provided with the tape recorded speech 
(text) and were asked to react or differentiate. 
repetition of text reading was done to minimize the 
inconstencies. 
1:4,iii. Data Collection 
The data has been collected through a combination of 
techniques, with the help of tape recorder and field dairy. 
These techniques include,5 
(i) Serving a text 
(ii) Reading of word list 
(iii) Interviews 
(iv) Anonymous observations 
The Text; The text was taken from a daily newspaper. It contains 
fifty(final) consonant cluster monosyllabic words 
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It was reconstructed by the investigator so as to make it 
more repetitive for consonant cluster words. It was presented 
to each of the respondents to produce. Practically, the 
respondents were directly exposed to the tape recorder with 
an explanation for such activity. The basic purpose of the 
investigator, however was concealed and not indicated to the 
respondents, to avoid style shifting and self-corrections. 
The non-literates were given the tape recorded speech in a 
standard version as well as non-standard (cluster simplified) 
version. Their responses were noted as to their preferred 
forms of words. 
Some speakers educated/uneducated, house wives 
refused to participate, assigning no reason. By and large 
this investigator received co-operation and interest of the 
respondents, 
Anonymous Observations; While the preliminary calculation of 
correlations was made on the basis of text and word list 
production by the respondents, the investigator heavilly used 
his anonymous observations as to authentiate the calculations 
and analysis. For achieving this, the investigator had to 
participate in religious addresses, speeches by learned people, 
academic lectures, daily life encounters etc. This was also 
complimented by the observation of such speakers in totally 
or relatively informal situations, e.g. when speakers are in 
rash, emotional or friendly moods. This investigator tried to 
observe all types of speakers including farmers, labourers, 
clerks, shopkeepers, students, scholars etc. at as many places 
as be could. 
Anonymous observations were not only found interesting 
but they also proved to be helpful in the analysis of the 
variations. Radio/Television news and other progranuties were 
also referred to make comparisions between the speech of elite 
versus lower class people, urban versus Rural people and 
between formal versus informal contexts. 
17 The Primary Survey Questionaire : Primary survey Questionaxre 
was designed and structured to collect the most basic and 
general information about the speakers. The purpose of Primary 
Survey Questionaire was to classify the respondents in terms 
of the social classes they may belong. This enabled the 
investigator to put various respondents into particular social 
classes. 
The Field Dairy; A Field Dairy was maintained throughout tiha 
study to systematically record the observations during the 
data collection. It is found that usually, there is no 
concordance between the actual use of language and the attitudes 
towards one's usage. One speaker who produces and claims to 
use a prticular form, starts using different form with a slight 
change in the social setting. For instance, a respondent was 
serving water, uttered /pani germ has/ 'water is hot', when 
asked /germ hae ya gsrem hse/ insisted on /gersm/and not 
/germ/. 
I:4.iv. Theoritical Orientation 
The present study makes a systematic attempt to 
investigate a limited, though, very significant aspect of 
covariation in Urdu. The framework adopted here is that of 
l€ 
William Labov in the following senses: 
the data has been drawn from speech community, in social 
as well as situational context and social factors account 
for the variation in language. 
contextual styles such as casual speech, careful speech 
Reading style and word list have been utilized in the 
study to explore systematic variation. 
- the study excludes from its scope the language contact 
Phenomena which are primary concerns of sociology of 
language. This study, therefore belongs to correlative 
sociolinguistics in a broader sense. 
1:5 Definitions of the terms used 
CONSONANT CLUSTER: A combination of two or more adjacent 
consonants occuring within the same syllable. Such as the 
initial [ br- ] in 'bread' or final [ -st J in 'best'. 
INTERLUDE: A consonant cluster occuring between vowels, such as 
[-kn-J in 'picnic' or C^ ^^ "]] ^ "^  Urdu word [hslkaj. 
STABLE VERSUS WEAK CONSONANT CLUSTER:"^^ A consonant cluster 
which can not be broken up by the speakers will be considered 
as a stable consonant cluster whereas a consonant cluster 
which can easily be broken up by the speakers due to physiolog-
ical or social factors will be referred nere to as a weak 
consonant cluster. For example, [-bt J in j_z5bt] 'control ' 
[rebtjl 'connection' as opposed to [-br ]] which is commonly 
broken up by the addition of an intrusive vowel [_SBbErJ, 
patience [q&.b&rj 'grave'. 
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CONSONAiNfT CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION: Loss of a consonant 
cluster Dy an intrusive vowel which changes a monosyllabic 
word into a bisyllabic one. 
CONTRAST: Semantic contrast or a change in Meaning. 
HYPER CORRECTION: Extreme care in speech or writing, specially 
in an attempt to speak or write in an educated manner. For 
example a speaker of non-standard variety of a language 
when speaking formally, may practicize more self-correction 
and use more formal speech than speakers of.a standard 
variety of language. Also known as overcorrection. 
LINGUISTIC VARIABLE/VARIANT: Elements which are known in 
advance to have different realizations such as words which 
have more than one pronunciations. For example the v.'ord 
"either ' with or without diphthong [ai] 
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CHAPTER II: CONSONANT CLUSTERS AND THE SOCIAL VARIABLES 
Ilil.i. The Urdu Consonant Clusters: A descriptive Overview 
In Urdu we find a variety of consonant clusters. These 
consonant clusters are distributed in different positions in a word, 
Before describing the standard Urdu Consonant Clusters, a list of 
the Urdu consonants and vowels seems in order. 
II:l.ii, The Urdu Consonants and vowels 
Following consonant and vowel phonemes have been 
established in the standard Urdu: 
CONSONANTS 
Stops 
Fricatives 
Nasals 
Lateral 
Trill 
Flapped 
Semi-
vowel 
Bi-
labial 
P ph 
b bh 
m 
Labio-
dental 
f 
V 
' 
Dental 
t th 
d dh 
s 
z 
n 
1 
r 
Retro-
flex 
t th 
• • 
d dh 
• • 
r rh 
• • 
Palatal 
c ch 
J Jh 
y 
Velar 
k kh 
g gh 
X 
Uvular 
q 
Glottal 
h 
1 
2 '0 
Front Central Back 
i 
I 
e 
se 
& 
u 
U 
o 
o 
VOWELS 
High 
Mid 
Low 
11:1.iii. Distribution and Classification of the Urdu 
Consonant Clusters 
Urdu does not permitt consonant clusters in the word 
initial position we, however^ find a few instances of the 
word-initial consonant clusters where the first phoneme is a 
consonant and the second one is a semi-viwel, /y/» such as: 
Aya/ 
Ayu/ 
/pyaz/ 
/pyar/ 
/zyada/ 
Ayal/ 
•what' 
•why* 
•onion' 
'love;k 
'more' 
'idea' 
In word medial position the entire nature of consonant 
clusters differs from that of initial or final clusters. Take, 
for example, the following words: 
/mBqsed/ 'purpose' 
/Bfser/ 'officer' 
/mstleb/ 'meaning' 
/mosJId/ 'mosque' 
/bertsn/ 'vessel' 
Aslka/ 'light' 
/bistsr/ 'bed' 
/msnzsr/ 'scene' 
Such medial combination of consonants can be 
differentiated from within-syllable consonant clusters, e.g. 
/-St/ : /gost/- 'meat; flesh ' 
/^ardagt/- 'control; tolerance' 
/-St/ : /dost/- 'friend' 
/dUrUst/- 'correct; proper' 
/sUst/- 'lazy' 
In a medial combination the first consonant forms the 
'coda' of a syllable and the second member forms the 'onset' 
of the following syllable. Each consonant, therefore, occurs 
in different syllable and demarcates a syllable. A useful 
distinction has been made between a consonant cluster and a 
consonant sequence. A consonant cluster is a combination of 
adjacent consonants occuring within a syllable, whereas a 
consonant sequence is a combination of consonants occuring 
at syllable-boundaries. 
Consonant Cluster Consonant sequence 
/cvcc/ /cvc cv/ 
/mUlk/ 'country' /helka/ 'light' 
Germinates can also be Included xinder the Consonant Sequences, 
Examples are as given below: 
/obba/ 'father' /hUqqa/ 'a smoking device' 
/hissa/ 'part' /qlssa/ 'story' 
These doubled consonants, too form different syllables in a 
word. The following table shows the distribution of initial 
and final consonant clusters in Urdu. 
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•0 
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* 
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•« 
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-
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•0 
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• 0 
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mm 
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•0 
•m 
«• 
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• • 
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5*Vr 
it-^ 
** 
iHr 
URDU CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
•• : Final 
H-^ : Initial 
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Classification of Urdu Consonant Clusters 
The various types of the consonant clusters in Urdu 
2 
can be classified in the following: 
SI. TYPES 
No. 
CCS EXAMPLE GLOSS 
1. Stop + Stop 
2. Stop + Fricative 
3. Stop + Nasal 
-bt 
-bd 
-tq 
-dq 
-Jd 
-qt 
-qd 
-bz 
-tf 
-ds 
-Jz 
-ks 
-qf 
-qs 
-q^ 
-Jv 
-tm 
-tn 
-Jm 
-km 
-kn 
-qm 
/rebt/ 
/&bd/ 
/nUtq/ 
/sidq/ 
/vsJd/ 
/veqt/ 
/neqd/ 
/sebz/ 
/lUtf/ 
/qUds/ 
/eJz/ 
/sks/ 
/veqf/ 
/reqs/ 
/neqs/ 
/hsJv/ 
/xetm/ 
/bstn/ 
/n&Jm/ 
/hUkm/ 
/rUkn/ 
/s Uqm/ 
'connection; link' 
'servant;slave' 
'speesh(faculty)' 
'truth' 
'ecstacy' 
'time ' 
'cash; criticism' 
'green ' 
'taste; grace' 
'holy; pure' 
•humility' 
'reflection' 
'charitable fund' 
'dance' 
'impression; drawing 
'satire ' 
'end' 
'womb ' 
'star ' 
'order' 
'member' 
'flaw' 
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S I . TYPE 
NO. 
CCS EXAMPLE GLOSS 
4 , S t o p + L i q u i d 
5 , F r i c a t i v e + S t o p 
-bl 
-br 
"tl 
-tr 
-dl 
-dr 
-Jr 
-kr 
-kl 
-ql 
-qr 
-ft 
-sp 
-sb 
-St 
-sd 
-sq 
-zb 
-zd 
-zk 
-zq 
-U 
-2k 
-5q 
-xt 
-m 
/q^bl/ 
/s Bbr/ 
/qstl/ 
/Itr/ 
/edl/ 
/qedr/ 
/3Jr/ 
/Sukr/ 
/Sekl/ 
/sql/ 
/fUqr/ 
/muft/ 
/ssp/ 
/nssb/ 
/vest/ 
/qssd/ 
/fisq/ 
/hizb/ 
/nezd/ 
/tUzk/ 
/rlzq/ 
/pUgt/ 
/muSk/ 
/iSq/ 
/st^xt/ 
/cuyd/ 
'before' 
'patience;endurance' 
'murder' 
'perfume' 
'justice' 
'value; worth' 
'reward' 
' thanks;greatfulness 
'form; figure' 
'wisdom; reason' 
'devotion; poverty' 
'free; without cost' 
'horse' 
' (to) install ' 
'middle' 
'intention' 
'sin; criminal' 
'party * 
'near' 
'principle/ 
splendour' 
'livlihood' 
'back' 
'musk' 
'love' 
'hard' 
'owl' 
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Si. 
NO. 
TYPE CCS EXAMPLE 
-ht /teht/ 
Fricative + Nasal 
Fricative + Liquid 
hd 
sm 
sn 
fn 
zm 
zn 
Sm 
Sn 
xm 
hm 
hn 
fl 
fr 
si 
sr 
zl 
•zr 
Sr 
xr 
^1 
xl 
hi 
hr 
/lehd/ 
/rssm/ 
/hUsn/ 
/defn/ 
/n^zm/ 
/vezn/ 
/ceSnTi/ 
/jeSn/ 
/zsxm/ 
/vehm/ 
/sehn/ 
/qUfl/ 
Aufr/ 
/esl/ 
/nssr/ 
/fszl/ 
/Uzr/ 
/heSr/ 
/fsxr/ 
/S5^1/ 
/nsxl/ 
/sehl/ 
/zehr/ 
GLOSS 
control; 
inferior part' 
grave ' 
custom' 
beauty; elegance' 
burial' 
a poem; arrange-
ment ' 
weight' 
eye ' 
festival' 
injury' 
doubt' 
courtyard' 
lock' 
infidelity; 
atheism' 
real; actual' 
prose' 
blessing' 
excuse' 
doomsday' 
pride ' 
pastime ' 
plant' 
easy ' 
poison ' 
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SI. 
No. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
TYPE 
Fricative+Fricative 
Liquid + Stop 
Liquid + Fricative 
CCS 
-fs 
-fz 
-sf 
-%f 
-xz 
-x^ 
-p 
-hv 
-fv 
-lb 
-Id 
-Ik 
-Iq 
-rb 
-rt 
-rd 
-re 
-rJ 
-rk 
-rg 
-rq 
-If 
-Ix 
-rf 
-rs 
-rz 
EXAMPLE 
/nafs/ 
/lefz/ 
/nisf/ 
/kesf/ 
/ B X Z / 
A)3XV 
/bUj(z/ 
/nehv/ 
/efv/ 
/qalb/ 
/Jlld/ 
/mUlk/ 
/xUlq/ 
/qUrb/ 
/^srt/ 
/derd/ 
/x3rc/ 
/derJ/ 
/tark/ 
/bsrg/ 
/farq/ 
/zUlf/ 
/telx/ 
/bhrf/ 
/Urs/ 
/qarz/ 
GLOSS 
'desire; sprit' 
'word ' 
'half ' 
'revealation' 
'conclusion' 
'forgiving;granting' 
'malice' 
'grammar; syntax' 
•(to) forgive' 
'heart; mind' 
'skin' 
'country' 
'civility; 
hospitality' 
'nearness' 
'bet; condition' 
'pain' 
'expense' 
'any thing written' 
'disertion; leaving' 
' a leaf 
'difference' 
•hair* 
'bitter' 
'ice ' 
'anniversary' 
'debt' 
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SI. TYPE 
NO. 
CCS EXAMPLE GLOSS 
11, Liquid + Nasal 
12. Nasal + Stop 
13. Nasal + Fricative 
-=r^  
-rx 
-^^ 
-Im 
-rm 
-mt 
-md 
-nd 
-nJ 
-ng 
-ms 
-mz 
-ns 
-nz 
-mn 
-mr 
/-rs/ 
/nerx/ 
/mUr^/ 
/zUlm/ 
/nerm/ 
/sirat/ 
/hemd/ 
Asnd/ 
/renJ/ 
/Jeng/ 
/Isms/ 
/rsmz/ 
/Uns/ 
/tenz/ 
/smn/ 
/Umr/ 
•sky' 
'current market 
rate ' 
'bird; cock' 
'tyranny ' 
'soft' 
'direction' 
'hymn' 
'closed; prevented' 
'sorrow' 
'war' 
'touch' 
'secret; riddle' 
'affection; love' 
'satire ' 
'peace' 
'age ' 
14. Nasal + Nasal 
15. Nasal + Liquid 
II:l.iv. The Native and Non-Native Consonant Clusters 
Languages differ remarkably in the ways in which the 
consonants form clusters, and in which positions in the words 
the consonant clusters can occur. 
As to the number of consonants in a cluster we have 
systematically compared Hindi, Urdu and English. The following 
taole compares between Urdu and Hindi on one hand while 
Hindi/Sanskrit and English on the other: 
1. Two Consonants 
initially 
2. Three Consonants 
initially 
3. Two consonants 
finally 
4. Three Consonants 
finally 
5. Four Consonants 
finally 
•• — 
Urdu 
Aya/ 
'what ' 
/zyada/ 
'more ' 
/si.br/ 
'patience 
/sebz/ 
'green ' 
Hindi/Sanskrit 
/kranti/'revol-
ution ' 
/dristi/ 'vision 
/stri/ 'woman ' 
/smriti/ 'reme-
brance ' 
/rekt/ 'blood ' 
/cbkr/'circle' 
/ra^tr/ 'nation' 
/estr/ 'weapon ' 
/vGrtsy/ 
'alveolar' 
English 
/bleld/ 'blade ' 
/kriz/ 'crease ' 
/skrin/ 'serene ' 
/strit/ 'street' 
/film/ 'film' 
/best/ 'best' 
/tests/ 'test' 
/risks/ 'risks ' 
/glimpst/ 
'glimpsed' 
Most of the consonant c l u s t e r words in Urdu have been 
drawn from Arbic and Persian languages. The non-native i n i t i a l 
consonant c l u s t e r s are a l i en to these languages. The non-native 
i n i t i a l or f i na l consonant c lu s t e r are broken up by the Urdu 
speakers, e i t h e r by p lac ing a p ro the t i c vowel or by the in t rus ion 
of a vowel between two consonants. 
Examples are as fol lows: 
Word Transcription Urdu 
PROTKESIS 
Station 
Stop 
School 
Stall 
Smart 
State 
/stel^n/ 
/s top/ 
/skul/ 
/sto:l/ 
/smart/ 
/stelt/ 
/iste^E-n/ 
/Istop/ 
/Iskul/ 
/Istal/ 
/ismart/ 
/Istet/ 
9 Q 
Word Transcription Urdu 
EPENTHESIS 
Class 
blade 
Crease 
dress 
great 
please 
film 
button 
Ala:s/ 
/bleld/ 
/kri:z/ 
/dres/ 
/grelt/ 
/pli:z/ 
/film/ 
/bAtn/ 
skt./dherm/ 
skt./candr/ 
/kllas/ 
/blled/ 
/kiriz/ 
/dires/ 
/giret/ 
/piliz/ 
/flllm/ 
/bstan/ 
/dhersm/ 
/cendsr/ 
II:2,i. Consonant Cluster Simplification 
Simplification of Consonant clusters may take 
place due to several factors. In the present study we have 
observed atleast three important factors responsible for 
consonant cluster simplification in Urdu language, namely: 
(i) Ease of Articulation 
(ii) Emphasis 
(iii) Social Significance 
(i) Ease of Articulation 
Ease of articulation is one of the commonest 
factors which plays a vital role in language change through 
time. This idea finds ample support if we look at historical 
changes in languages. Phonetic laws, also, very clearly 
show the changes in the direction of simplification. Certain 
historical processes like haplology, elisions, Anaptyxis, 
assimilations and dissimilations take place to make the 
articulations easier, in the most general cases. Consonant 
cluster simplification can be related to ease in articulation 
atleast in two ways. Firstly, the speakers of a particular 
language in which there are no or very few consonant clusters, 
tend to break up the non-native consonant clusters to conform 
them with their articulatory habits. Secondly, the speakers of 
a language which has consonant clusters also tend to simplify 
the consonant clusters in due course of the historical 
development of that language. For example the Sanskritic 
clusters in word initial position are broken up in spoken 
Hindi-Hindustani: /trssul/ > /tlr^ul/ ' three pointed 
lance' /predhan/ ^ /pirdhan/ 'chief' 
(ii) Emphasis 
Emphasis is another factor which seems to be 
responsible for cluster simplification, in case of Urdu 
language. Speakers break a consonant cluster in an attempt 
to put extra emphasis on particular syllable. Stress, we know 
is not significant (or phonemic) in Urdu at word level and 
particularly in case of monosyllabic words. In English a 
monosyllable of CVC structure is stressed by the use of 
particular short vowels such as in the following examples: 
Come /kAm/ cat /keet/ 
but /bAt/ film /film/ 
put /put/ book /buk/ 
till /til/ touch /tAc/ 
In Urdu, normally, it does not matter whether 
monosyllables are stressed or not . It has been observed that 
when the speakers are angry or emotionally excited, a monosy-
llabic cluster word goes to a bisyllaoic one by the addition 
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of an epenthetic vowel, so that the first syllable becomes 
relatively stressed, e-g.: 
/x5tm/ /xotsm/ 
/dsfn/ /defen/ 
/qsbr/ /qeber/ 
/qetl/ /q&tsl/ 
/qehr/ /qeher/ 
/qedr/ /qeder/ 
'doomsday' 
'end' 
•burial' 
' grave' 
'murder' 
'fury' 
'value; worth' 
(iii) In consonant cluster simplification the most important 
factor, however, turns to be the social one to which we now 
devote a separate section. 
II;2,ii. Social Significance of the consonant Clusters 
Gumperz and Nairn(1960) have earlier noted that 
"Degree of formality or informality is signalled by 
[choice ofJ consonat clusters". A similar view has 
also been expressed by Ohala(l983). According to Ohala; 
"The retention or simplification of consonant clusters 
has among other things, significance in communication". She 
further speculates that the cluster simplification or retention 
is something "depending on whether be is knowledgeable in high 
Hindi, or Urdu, on whether he is 'westernized', i.e. knows 
English, he will or will not use certain clusters. The use of 
certain clusters also depends on his level of education, whether 
the person he is speaking to is an Hindi/Urdu speaker, and the 
source from which most' of his vocabulary is drawn (e.g Sanskrit 
or Perso-Arabic etc.) ..5 
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It is amply evident that the cluster simplification 
or retention, upto large extent, is a process which may reveal 
the social background of speakers choice of clusters shows 
certain attitude of the speaker in a particular social setting. 
For instance, if a standard Hindi speaker finds himself before 
a standard Urdu speaker, he generally avoids the consonant 
clusters in Perso-Arabic words, and vice-versa. Thus, cluster 
retention or simplification becomes a mark or certain attitudes 
of speakers towards a particular language or language variety 
Our analysis will determine if there is a systematic relationship 
between these factors and the social and situational variables. 
II:3.i. The Social Variables 
"Language as a social phenomenon is closely ties up 
with the social structure and the value system of the society 
different dialects and accents are evaluated in different ways", 
says Trudgill . It is on this assumption, we have selected the 
social variables of Age, sex, education and Socioeconomic class 
to study the variation in the use of consonant clusters in 
Urdu. Since the social class differentiation is largely based 
on the social classes our emphasis will be particularly on this 
variable. Social status proves to be the main source of social 
class differences in a community. 
The education level is dealt here a separate variable , 
This has a certain justification. Urdu, in a strict sense, is 
the language of urban elite. The education level seems to affect 
the speech of individuals in relatively systematic ways in an 
Uroan society. Thus, education and Socioeconomic class have 
Deen treated here as two separate social variaoles. 
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II;3.ii. Socioeconomic Class 
In most of the societies the social differentiation 
often corresponds to linguistic variation. In Sociology 
numerous definitions of 'Social Class' are available. In most 
general sense it refers to "an individual's standing in terms 
7 
of a hierarchy of position" . 
In the present study the socioeconomic classes of 
respondents have been determined on the basis of a commulative 
scores of income, occupation and intellectual activities etc. 
The socioeconomic class has been considered here on a four 
point scales 
1, upper middle class 
2, middle class 
3, lower middle class 
4, lower class 
A respondent's social class was established by his 
combined rank on the scales of income, occupation and intellectuaJ 
activities. Using this criteria we were able to establish a 
single continuam of class stratification, on which we could 
objectively differentiate the respondents. The actual socio-
economic classes used are divisions along this continuam. 
II;3.iii. Education 
Previous studies have shown that education is one 
of the most significant variables in the use and evaluation 
of a particular language or language varieties. Education level 
directly influences one's language and language aoilities. It 
plays a significant role in speech variation, particularly in 
those cities where it is common to a large population. Aligarh 
district is specirically an example where education is 
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relatively more corranon due to the presence of Aligarh Muslim 
University and several other colleges. The Muslim University 
not only educates more than sixteen thousand students every 
year but also runs four higher secondary schools. For the 
purpose of present investigation,education levels have been 
divided into four parts: 
E.l Class I to X 
E,2. Higher Secondary 
E.3. Graduation 
E,4, Post Graduation and others 
II:3.iv. Age 
It is generally held that in the choice of a particular 
variant old men/women tend more towards the standard forms 
while the young people lean more toward deviant forms. In other 
words the old or middleaged people try to strictly adhere to 
the standard as compared to the younger generation. To study 
the affects of the age variable on speech, we have divided 
the age into three groups which are as follov/x 
A.l. 15 years to 30 years 
A. 2. 31 years to 45 years 
A. 3, 4 6 years and above 
This tripartite division of age may enable us to 
investigate the relative effect of age on the consonant cluster 
simplification or retention in Urdu. 
II;.3.v. Sex 
In a numoer of societies men and women communicate 
freely witn one another. This can not be true for societies 
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particularly^ in those societies which are, among other things, 
based on sex differentiation. Though it is not possible to 
develop sex varieties in the same manner' as for social class 
or ethnicity, we can see some linguistic features which differ 
from males to females. In Urdu literatxire, particularly in 
the poetry of Lucknow school, a socioculturally distinct 
language was used by some poets and termed as /rexti/. In 
/rexti/ we find a clearly distinct language which can be 
attributed to females only, /rexti/ by definition means 'to 
a 
talk in/style of women, as opposed to /rexta/, the proper 
8 poetry. 
Jesperson has suggested that the sex differentiation 
in some cases, may be the result of the phenomenon of taboo, 
according to him the taboo has a powerful influence on the 
9 
growth of separate vocabularies or pronionciation . 
Normally it is found that women choose the 
forms which have greater prestige as compared to men. We have 
to see if thereisany sex differentiation in the retention or 
simplification of consonant clusters in Urdu. It can be studied 
at a two point scale of Male versus Female. 
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CHAPTER III: ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
111:1. General Remarks 
The intensive study of more than three hundred 
monosyllabic words has revealed that the majority of consonant 
cluster are simplified, due to any of the factors discussed in 
II:2.i. 12% consonant clusters appear as weak clusters and 
only 2 5% consonant clusters appear as the stable clusters, as 
per the following calculation: 
? 1 fi 
words showing weak cluster: ^QQ _ ^ 2°/ 
300 
75 
Words showing stable clusters: x 100 = 2 5% 
300 
1 9 
Words showing no clusters : x 100 = 3% 
300 
The situation can be diagrammatically represented 
by a circle given below, assuming that the circle is a container 
of three hundred monosyllabic consonant clusters words in Urdu: 
: Weak consonant cluster 
•.'•.':'. : Stable consonant cluster 
^ : lost consonant cluster 
3U 
III;2. Recording and Classification of the Data 
The following data has been oDtained through various 
methods discussed in I;3.iii. The data is presented here in tabular 
forms. Each table classifies the categories of a particular 
variable and the individual scores of different respondents for 
each category: 
Socioeconomic Classes 
(i) Text Reading 
Sample Size = 5 
Socioeconomic No of CC words No. of CCs No. of CCs 
Class Respondeats in the text retained simplified 
Upper Middle 
Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
33 
30 
29 
28 
41 
12 
20 
21 
22 
9 
Mean X=30.6 Mean Y=16.8 
Middle Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
27 
31 
25 
36 
34 
23 
19 
25 
14 
16 
Mean X=2 9.4 Mean Y=2 0.6 
Lower Middle 
Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
28 
25 
31 
28 
35 
22 
25 
19 
22 
15 
Mean X=29.4 Mean Y=2 0.6 
39 
Lower Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
25 
13 
24 
15 
9 
25 
37 
26 
35 
41 
Mean X=17.2 .Mean Y=32.8 
(ii) Word Lists 
Socioeconomic No. of CC Words No. of CCs No. of CCs 
Class Respondents in the list retained simplified 
Upper Middle 
Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
23 
21 
25 
21 
2 0 
7 
9 
5 
9 
10 
Mean X=2 2 Mean Y=8 
Middle Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
22 
23 
23 
19 
25 
7 
7 
11 
5 
Mean X=2 2.4 Mean Y=7.6 
Lower Middle 
Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
19 
21 
18 
20 
23 
11 
9 
12 
10 
7 
Mean X=2 0.2 Mean Y=9.8 
Lower Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
15 
9 
17 
11 
13 
15 
21 
13 
19 
17 
Mean X=13 Mean Y=17 
EDUCATION 
(i) Text Reading 
Sample Size= 5 
Education Respondents 
No. of CC Words No, of CCs No. of CCs 
in the text retained simplified 
E.l 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
27 
29 
24 
28 
25 
23 
21 
26 
22 
25 
Mean X=26.6 Mean Y=23.4 
E.2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
28 
29 
27 
23 
27 
Mean X=26.8 
22 
21 
23 
27 
23 
Mean Y=2 3.2 
E.3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
50 
30 
•31 
31 
27 
29 
Mean X=29.6 
20 
19 
19 
23 
21 
Mean Y=2 0.4 
1 29 21 
2 32 18 
E.4 3 50 31 19 
4 28 22 
5 31 19 
Mean X=3 0.2 Mean Y=19, 
(ii) word Lists 
* 
No.of CC words No. of CCs No. of CCs 
Education Respondents in the list retained simplified 
1 1 8 12 
2 17 13 
E . l 3 30 19 21 
4 16 14 
5 21 9 
Mean X = 1 8 . 2 Mean Y = 1 1 . 8 
1 19 11 
2 18 12 
E . 2 3 30 18 12 
4 21 9 
5 19 11 
Mean X=19 Mean Y = l l 
1 23 7 
2 20 10 
E . 3 3 30 24 6 
4 2 1 9 
5 19 11 
Mean X = 2 1 . 4 Mean Y = 8 . 6 
1 22 8 
2 24 6 
E . 4 3 30 19 11 
4 2 1 9 
5 23 7 
iMean X = 2 1 . 8 Mean Y=8 
* 
E . l = C l a s s I - X E . 3 = G r a d u a t i o n 
E . 2 = H i g h e r S e c o n d a r y E . 4 = P o s t G r a d u a t i o n a n d 
O t h e r 
AGE 
( i ) T e x t R e a d i n g 
s a m p l e o i z e = 5 
* 
N o . o f CC VJords No . of CCs No . of CCs 
Age R e s p o n d e n t s i n t h e t e x t r e t a i n e d s i m p l i f i e d 
1 27 23 
2 24 26 
A . l 3 50 29 21 
4 24 26 
5 27 23 
Mean X=2 6 . 2 Mean Y=2 3 . 8 
1 29 21 
2 31 19 
A . 2 3 50 30 20 
4 27 23 
5 28 22 
Mean X=29 Mean Y=21 
1 36 14 
2 29 21 
A . 3 3 50 34 16 
4 39 11 
5 38 12 
Mean X=3 5 . 2 Mean Y = 1 4 . 8 
A . l = 1 5 - 3 0 y e a r s 
A .2 = 3 1 - 4 5 y e a r s 
A . 3 = 4 6 - a n d a b o v e 
( i i ) Viord L i s t s 
No.of CC words No. of CCs No. of CCs 
R e s p o n d e n t s i n t h e l i s t r e t a i n e d s i m p l i f i e d Age 
A . l 3 
4 
5 
30 
16 
18 
18 
17 
15 
14 
12 
12 
13 
15 
Mean X = 1 6 . 4 Mean Y = 1 3 . 6 
A .2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
19 
17 
17 
21 
20 
11 
13 
13 
9 
10 
Mean X = 1 8 . 8 Mean Y = 1 1 . 2 
A , 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30 
1 8 
21 
23 
23 
19 
12 
9 
7 
7 
11 
Mean X=2 0 . 8 Mean Y = 9 . 2 
A . l = 1 5 - 3 0 y e a r s 
A .2 = 3 1 - 4 5 y e a r s 
A . 3 = 4 6 - on'ward 
on./. 
(i) Text Reading 
Sample Size = 5 
No. of CC v/ords No. of CCs No. of CCs 
Sex Responuents in the text retained simplified 
1 
2 
Male 3 5.. 
4 
1 
2 
Female 3 50 
4 
5 
27 
25 
31 
25 
30 
Mean X= 
27 
24 
28 
24 
27 
Mean X= 
= 27. 
= 26 
,6 
Me 
23 
25 
1J 
25 
20 
Mean Y=2 2.4 
23 
26 
22 
26 
23 
an Y=24 
(ii) Word Lists 
No.of CC words No, of CCs No. of CCs 
Sex Respondents in the list retained simplified 
1 
2 
Male 3 3 0 
4 
5 
1 
2 
Female 3 3 0 
4 
5 
17 
16 
19 
19 
15 
Mean X= 
14 
17 
13 
16 
15 
Mean X= 
= 17, 
=15 
13 
14 
11 
11 
15 
2 Mean 
16 
13 
17 
14 
15 
Mean Y= 
Y=12, 
=15 
.8 
111:3. Statistical Analysis 
The statistical analysis has been divided into 
two parts. First part (i) describes and explains the 
proceedure of analysis. For brevity only a model of the 
proceedure is incorporated here, and the details of steps 
have been given in Appendix V. Second Part (ii) deals with 
findings of analysis which include scores ootained for 
different categories of each of the foixr social variables. 
graphic representations etc. 
(i) In determining the correlation values for different 
social variables, we have adopted the following proceedure 
Symbols and Formulae; 
N = Sample Size 
51 = Sum of all entries 
r = Correlation 
C.F = Correction Factor 
Formulae: 
(i) r = 21x^X2- |(^X^) (^X^) 
.-I -|(^x,)' /^x^ - 1(^x^)2 
Where, X^ = No. of words pronounced with cluster in first 
category. 
X2 = No, of words pronouncdd with cluster in second 
category. 
e.g. UMC Versus LC = X^ Versus X 
(ii) Correction Factor = — ^ 
N 
Examples 
MC Vs. MC 
Totals = 
^1 
28 
29 
30 
3b 
41 
166 
^2 
27 
31 
25 
36 
34 
153 
^1^2 
756 
899 
750 
1368 
1394 
5167 
X 2 
^1 
784 
841 
900 
1444 
1681 
5650 
^ a ^ 
729 
961 
625 
1296 
1156 
4767 
r = 5167 - VS X 166 x 153 
5650 - V5 X (156)^ /4767 - V5 x (153)^ 
S7.4 ^ 0 . 8 
11.78 x 9.23 
2 2 
^1 ^2 ^1^2 ^1 ^2 
20 22 440 400 484 
21 23 483 441 529 
21 23 433 441 529 
23 19 437 529 361 
25 25 625 625 625 
Totals = 110 112 2468 2436 2528 
r = 
2 4 6 8 - V5 x 110 X 112 
2 4 3 6 - 75 X ( 1 1 0 ) ^ / 2 5 2 8 - 75 x ( 1 1 2 ) ^ 
= 1 4 . 8 9 = 0 . 85 
4 X 4 . 3 8 
UMC v s . L:-:C 
Totals = 
^1 
28 
29 
30 
38 
41 
166 
r = 
^^ 2^ 
28 
25 
31 
28 
35 
147 
4938 - VS 
^1-2 
734 
725 
930 
1064 
1435 
4938 
X 166 X 147 
2 
784 
841 
900 
1444 
1681 
5650 
„ 2 
"2 
784 
625 
961 
784 
1225 
4379 
5650 - 75 X ( 1 6 6 ) ^ / 4 3 7 9 - V5 x ( 1 4 7 ) ^ 
5 7 . 6 = 0 . 64 
1 1 . 7 8 X 7 . 5 6 
Totals = 
^1 
20 
21 
21 
23 
25 
= 110 
r = 2234 
^2 
19 
21 
18 
20 
23 
101 
- 75 X 
^1^2 
380 
441 
378 
460 
575 
2234 
110 X 101 
X 2 
^1 
400 
441 
441 
529 
625 
2436 
> ^ / 
361 
441 
324 
400 
529 
2055 
2 4 3 6 - V5 X ( 1 1 0 ) ^ / 2 O 5 5 - V5 x ( 1 0 1 ) ^ 
7 . 6 8 = 0 . 5 
4 X 3 . 8 4 
UMC Vs. LC 
Totals = 
^1 
28 
29 
30 
38 
41 
166 
^2 
25 
13 
24 
15 
9 
86 
\ ^ 2 
700 
377 
720 
570 
369 
2736 
^ ^ 
784 
841 
900 
1444 
1681 
5650 
2 
>^2 
625 
169 
576 
225 
81 
1676 
T o t a l s = 
r = 2 7 3 6 - V5 x 166 x 86 
5650 - V5 X ( 1 6 6 ) ^ / 1 6 7 6 - V5 x ( 8 6 ) ^ 
- 3 0 . 2 
— 
^ 1 
20 
21 
21 
23 
25 
110 
11, .78 X 
^2 
15 
9 
17 
11 
13 
65 
14 
\ j 
V2 
300 
189 
357 
253 
325 
1424 
• ' t. 
\ ' 
400 
441 
441 
529 
625 
2436 
X 2 
^2 
225 
81 
289 
121 
169 
885 
r r = 1424 - V5 x 110 x 65 
2 4 3 6 - V5 x ( 1 1 0 ) ^ / 8 8 5 - V5 x ( 6 5 ) ^ 
" ^ ^ -.^ = - 0 . 23 4 X 6 . 3 2 
Ill: 4 . i. Findings and Interpretation 
Having analysed the recorded data we can now turn 
to the findings of the study. The findings will De presented 
here in relation to the four social variaoles. Findings 
include percentages of consonant cluster simplification for 
different categories of each variable and intercategory 
correlation values. 
In the interpretation of findings we v;ill deal 
with the actual results which confirm or reject our 
hypothesis on the relationship of consonant cluster 
simplification and the social variaoles. Namely 
socioeconomic class, education, age and sex. 
Ill: 4 . ii. Findings (i) 
Percentages of consonant cluster simplification 
in different categories of ach of the social variaoles 
may be summarized in the following: 
Categories % of C C Simplification 
1, Socioeconomic Class 
Text Reading 
Upper Middle Class 33.5 
Middle Class 39 
Lower Middle Class 41 
Lower Class 65. b 
VJord Lists 
Upper Middle Class 26.5 
Middle Class 25.5 
Categories 
Lov.er Middle Class 
Lower Class 
% of C C Simplification 
32.5 
56. i 
2. Education 
Text Reading 
E4 
E3 
E2 
El 
Word Lists 
E4 
E3 
E2 
El 
39.5 
41 
46.5 
47 
26.5 
28.5 
36.5 
39.5 
3, Age 
Text Reading 
A3 
A2 
Al 
word Lists 
A3 
A2 
Al 
29.5 
42 
47.5 
30.5 
37.5 
45.5 
4. Sex 
Text Reading 
M 
F 
Word Lists 
M 
45 
4b 
42 
51 
2 
i'indings Ui) Inter-category Correlation Values: 
(r) 
Categories Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
1. Socioeconomic Classes 
Text Reading 
UMC - MC 0.80 
UMC - LMC 0.64 
UMC - LC -0.72 
Word Lists 
UMC - MC 0.85 
UMC - LMC 0.50 
UMC - LC -0.23 
2. Education 
Text Reading 
E4 - E3 0.58 
E4 - E2 -0.53 
E4 - El -0.56 
Word Lists 
S4 - E3 0.54 
E4 - E2 0.32 
E4 - El 0.35 
3 . Age Groups 
T e x t R e a d i n g 
A3 - A2 0 . 0 5 
A3 - Al - 0 . 0 9 
VJord L i s t s 
A3 - A 2 0 . 6 0 
A3 - Al - 0 . 2 6 
52 
4 . Sex 
Text Reading 
M - F 0 
v;ord L i s t s 
M - F - 0 . 0 8 
III; 4 . iii. Interpretation of Findings 
Percentages of consonant cluster simplification 
given in 111:4.ii.(i) show a significant relationship 
between cluster simplification and social classes. 
First thing to be noted is the relationship 
between the percentage of text reading and word lists. 
That is to say, the two styles of speaking are systematically 
related. The former gives an overall higher percentage of 
cluster simplification, while in the later style, the 
simplification percentage slightly goes down. For example 
the maximum cluster simplification percentage for text 
reading in lov/er class is 65 as compared to the maximum 
57% in lower class for word lists. This significant 
difference parallels to two speech styles i.e. less 
conscious and more conscious styles. Although v/e have not 
considered other contextual styles on speech continuam, 
namely casual, careful, Minimalpairs etc. which have been 
3 
isolated and discussed in Labov(1966). Nevertheless, these 
two styles indicate a change from less conscious style to 
more conscious one. Such differences can also oeen r-een 
in other variables as well and amount to the shifts in 
style. 
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Socioeconomic Class 
So far as precentage of consonant cluster 
simplification is concerned, various socioeconomic classes 
display a relatively clear cut variation from top to bottom. 
Between Middle class and Lower Middle class the difference 
is very thin, i.e. 39% - 41% and 25% - 32% variation in the 
percentages from UMC to LC does not mean that the categories 
liMC/HC, LMC and LC are water tight compartments, it rather 
indicates the simplification is in a certain direction. 
Simplification % varies in ascending order from UMC to LC, 
leading to a maximum difference between the two extremes. 
Percentages of consonant cluster simplification are shown by 
a histogram on page 53. 
Education 
Education is another significant social variable 
which has been found, clearly, affecting the cluster 
simplification. The simplification percentage rises with 
a decrease in the education level, while it falls with an 
increase in the education level of the respondents. A good 
number of consonant clusters are found in the speakers with 
hijher educational background, while only fewer clusters are 
retained by the speakers with lower education. So far as the 
word list is concerned, we find a little up and down in the 
percentage of simplification regardless of the direction. 
Puis can only be related to some temporal factors among 
s^ieakers while pronouncing the words. The rise and fall in 
consonant cluster simplification is also shov/n by a 
histogram on page 54 . 
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Age : 
Percentage of consonant cluster simplification 
among the three age groups shows only marginal differences. 
The difference between A3 and Al, that is 2 9,5% and 4 7% is 
low as compared to UMC - LC difference 33.5% - 65.5% 
simplification. See the histogram on page 56 . 
Sex : 
The differences in the number of consonant clusters 
between Male and Females are negligible that is, 4 5% - 42% 
and 48% - 50%, Sex variable has turned out as having no effect 
on simplification or retention of consonant cluster in Urdu. 
See histograme on page 57. 
Inter-category Correlation and variation 
We now deal with our interoretation of Pearson 
Correlation Coefficients (r), rise and fall in correlation and 
its effects on variation in consonant clusters. 
3y its definition, the strong positive correlation 
amounts to low variation whereas weaK or negative correlation 
leads to high variation between any two groups e.g. 
-ve 0 +ve 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 .1 .2 3. .4 .5 
In the light of this principle we can note interpret the 
obtained correlation values. 
(1) oocioeconomic Classes: 
r'ne four caterories ot tnis variaoie manifest 
19 
o 
o 
? 
<yj.ojA 
09 
loS 
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varying degrees of relationships. The .80 correlation between 
l^per Middle Class and Middle Class indicates a heavy positive 
correlation, leading to a low variation between the two 
categories. The UMC - LMC correlation 0,64 also shows a 
significant relationship but it is slightly lower than the 
UMC - MC Correlation value. Finally, the negative correlation 
between UMC and LC -0.72 reveals the fact that the 
simplification between these two catefory is maximum due to 
which the correlation value is decreasing in negative direction 
These correlation values for Socioeconomic Classes can be 
shown by a correlation curve No. 1, on page 59. 
Education; 
In the four catefories of education, E4 - E3 and 
E4- E2 correlation values are in positive and these two, 0.58 
and 0.53 express a close relationship between the two 
categories while the correlation in E4 - El is a heavy 
negative correlation though lov/er than E4 - E2 -0.53 indicative 
of high variance. See Curve 2 on page 60. 
Age 
Inter catefory correlation for the variable of Age 
manifests a minimum variation between A3 - A2 and A3 - Al. 
See Curve 3 on page 61. 
Sex 
The zero and near zero (-0.0S) correlation betv/een 
M - F indicates that these two M ana F are independent 
variaules, that is to say having no relationship. 
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III; 5. Concluding Remarks 
The variation in cluster simplifications in the 
Socioeconomic Classes and education levels is sharp as well 
as maximum between the extreme points. This holds true for 
word list (pronunciation). Both styles co-vary in a similar 
way. The affects of Age group on the simplication are found 
to be minimal. Sex variable does not affect the number of 
consonant clusters in Urdu, 
NOTES AND REFERENCES 
1. In some words a consonant cluster is lost by the elision 
of final consonant. Elision, generally, takes place in a 
relatively casual style of speech. For example: 
/dost/ 'friend' /dos/ 
/go5t/ 'flesh' /goS/ 
/geSt/ 'round' /g&^/ 
/btnd/ 'close ' /ben/ 
It can also take place when a consonant cluster word 
occurs in a phrase. In such cases, a consonant cluster is 
followed by a word begining with a voiced consonant or if 
both the words have similar initial consonant: 
/dtst dtrazi/ 'interference ' /dss derazi/ 
/rast goi/ '(saying) straight /ras goi/ 
forward ' 
/qlst var/ 'on installment' /qls var/ 
/ka^t kari/ 'farming' /kaS kari/ 
/pu5t ps:.nahi/ 'backing; support' /pUS p&nahi/ 
2. S. M. Mohsin, Research Methods in Behavioural Sciences, 
1984, pp. 332-83. 
3. W. I-,abov, ^ociolinguistics Patcerns, 1972, pp. 79-85 
CHAPTER IV: HYPERCORRECTION AND SOME OTHER FACTORS 
IV:1. Sociosemantic Factors 
Apart from the sociolinguistic variability in the 
consonant clusters, we have noted some other sociosemantic 
factors which imply structural as well as communicative 
problems. These factors include, mainly, Hypercorrection, the 
context, variation leading to semantic contrast, deviations, 
and vowel replacement. This chapter briefly focuses upon such 
issues, 
IV: 2, Hypercorrection 
Hypercorrection may be defined as an extreme care 
in speech (or writing), especially in an attempt to speak in 
an educated manner. For instance, a speaker of non-standard 
variety of English, when speaking formally, may practicise 
more self-correction and use more formal vocabulary than 
speakers of a standard variety of English. 
Labov (1972) considers hypercorrection as a factor 
in linguistic change . He deals with the role of Hypercorrection 
in the propagation of linguistic change in the Martha's vineyard 
study. He has also dealt with the consonant cluster simplificat-
ion in the Black Vernacular English. 
Here we will examine the instances of Hypercorrection 
v/ith reference to the consonant cluster simplification in Urdu. 
In Urdu the hypercorrect behaviour of the speakeis leads, 
firstly, to overcorrection and secondly, it credues a confusion 
as to the standard and non-standard forms. Take for instance 
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the following words: 
/votan/ 
/merez/ 
/^srez/ 
'country; homeland ' 
'disease ' 
'interest' 
The above words are recognised as the standard forms in the 
2 
standard Urdu dictionaries . These are used as such, in metric 
compositions and in the formal usage. Now, another set of 
lexical items is given below: 
/fsrz/ 'duty' 
/qarz/ 'debt' 
/erz/ 'request; say' 
Knowing that the cluster retention is a property of prestige 
formS/ the speakers, change the non-cluster words(bisyllabic) 
into cluster words: 
/vsten/ */vetn/ 
/merez/ */marz/ 
/yerez/ Vj^srz/ 
A good number of examples can be given to show the 
process of cluster retention due to Hypercorrection: 
Si. Urdu Orthr Transcription Gloss 
No, graphy 
Urdu Orth- Hypercorrect-
graphy ed form 
1, 
2. 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
^z-
cr> 
OJ' 
r 
d"^ 
* ^ • * , 
cP^' 
^ 
^ 
/ssref/ 
/m&rez/ 
/^£rez/ 
/srsq/ 
/vs-re.q/ 
/rtq&m/ 
/vet&n/ 
/Si.Ji:;r/ 
/qe fGs/ 
/x..h. r/ 
'honour' 
'disease' 
'want;need' 
'juice ' 
' leaf;slice' 
'write;cash 
'native cour 
•tree ' 
'a cage ' 
'nev;s ' 
^ ^ 
ov 
ov 
> Oyjj 
1 j > * ^ 
itry 'C:>^  
-> -
c^-^" 
l^ 
/serf/ 
/merz/ 
/^erz/ 
/erq/ 
/verq/ 
/reqm/ 
/vetn/ 
/I'eJr/ 
/qefs/ 
/x£ibr/ 
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IV: 3. Formal versus Informal and Urban versus Rural Speech 
Formal versus Informal Speech 
It is a well established fact in Sociolinguistics 
that language varies according to its users as well as its use. 
So far we have talked about the variations due to social 
characteristics of the speakers. This sub-section probes further 
into the variations related to formal and informal contexts. 
That is to say variation and the social setting. For this 
purpose we have recorded the speech in the formal domains such 
as academic and intellectual^ religion, and AIR/TV news and 
Interviews on one hand and in the informal domains such as family 
3 
friendship on the other hand, 
4 
We present here some samples. 
Academic and Intellectual 
esl 
/brBStu ke xyal me nogl/se zyada hssin hoti hee/ 
/Jabr o q&dr ke m^sall am admi ki sgl me nahi a sskte/ 
I-' /aesa kyu hota hse kl g&rm pani me Jate hi unglla sUrx 
hoJati hse ar b^rf ko chute hi sefsed/ 
Religion 
/epne n&fs par qabu palena hi BSI iman hse 
/palne se lekar gsbr tsk Ilm hasll kero llm hasll ksrna 
her momin per ferz hae/ 
/ha^r ke roz koi kisi ka dost nahi hoga har ek ko apni 
fIkr hogi/ 
AIR/TV News and Interviews 
sard mosam or b^rf bari ke sabab ^ehri amad o raft abhi 
mamul par nahi ai hae/ 
/qyam-e-amn ka zlkr karte hue sadr ne k;.ha kl mUlk ki 
taraqqi amn or nazm o zabt ke baVer mUmkIn nahi/ 
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/Is bar f5sl bsrbadi se bee gei/ 
/ap hi soclye V&ribi, berozgari, qstlo Varet gsri ke mahol 
me Is nssl ke pas s'zm or hosla kaha se aega/ 
- /osl veJa kya hse/ 
/kis qlsm ke khane pesend hse/ 
Informal Domains 
As compared to the formal domains, only fewer 
clusters are retained in the informal speech. In the following 
we give some samples of informal speech from our recorded 
data: 
Family 
/zera sebsr se kam lo ebhi aya/ 
/turn ne Us se zlker kyu klya/ 
/khana xstsm hogeya eccha Jeldi se ek kep cae lao/ 
- /pani to bohot qsram hse/ 
/fIksr mst kero ssb thik hoJaega/ 
/us ke Jane se bsra smsn hee/ 
- /seb pEese le lo me kon se qeber me def sn k&rUnga 
Friendship 
/Is vsgot to mosem accha hse/ 
/cslo ye zlksr hi xstsm ksro/ 
/kUch qsrz do to film vlllm dekhi Jae/ 
/zyada gsrsm mst ho/ 
/fsrsz k&ro ^srt har gee to/ 
/ossl msza to sb aega/ 
/ek csUe se kya fsrsq psrta hse/ 
/bhsi kya sqel mendi ki bat kshi/ 
these 
The underlined words in utterances indicate the consonant 
cluster words, which retain the clusters in formal speech and 
simply the clusters in informal speech. A comparision of the 
two s ty l e s shows t h a t the consonant clvister sim j l i f i ca t ion i s 
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high in the informal style while very little in the formal 
style. In the next section we will see that the degree of 
somplification in the Informal context nearly equals the 
cluster simplification in the rural speech. 
Urban versus Rural Speech 
For a general comparision between the Urban and 
the rural speech we selected five respondents for each variety 
from neighbouring rural places, including Sasni, Hathras, and 
Qasimpur, In rural speech very limited consonant clusters 
are retained. 
The rxiral speech, very interestingly, shows a 
distinct phenomenon of vowel replacement. That is in a number 
of words the interconsonantal Schwa [-3-3 changes into [-I-] 
This phenomenon draws our attention toward a more complex 
issue. In the consonant cluster words the Urban speakers have 
clearly two variants at their disposal, they, are phonotacti~ 
cally CVCC and CVCVC, The rural speakers have one more 
variant in which £-E-1 is replaced by (j-I-^  • ^  hypothetical 
example may illustrate it clearly: 
URBAN 
/^£kl/ 
/^eksl 
/s&kll/ 
Vl 
& ^ 
RURAL 
/^skl/ 
/gakel/ 
/^ekll 
Vi 
V-
We assume that there is a hierachy of prestige in the three 
variants. Now, this shows that in Urban speech the choice 
is between two variants i.e. V^ ^ and V2. VJhereas in rural 
speech the choice is between V2 and V3. In other words, V^ 
is non-existent in rural speech, while V3 is non-existent in 
the urban speech, A more simplified and justifiable illustra-
tion would be: 
URBAN RURAL 
Retained V^ 
e.g/dsxl/ 
Simplified V^ 
e.g/dexsl/ 
Vowel replaced V^ 
e.g/dexll/ 
This indicates that: 
(i) Simplification is a common feature in both of the varieties, 
and (ii) the choice of a particular variant involves social 
prestige or significance. General inclination sf the rural 
speakers is greater toward Vo forms. 
IV:4. Variation leading to Semantic Contrasts 
We have noted some instances of variation in 
consonant clusters leading to semantic contrast regardless of 
the social factors. Such contrasts in meaning are distribution-
ally significant and may be discussed, purely, from a 
descriptive point of view. 
A number ot Urdu monosyllabic words show that if 
there exists a cluster (in the standard form), its simplifica-
tion results into a change in meaning. The presence or absence 
of a vowel between two consonants is found to be semantically 
relevant. That is the relationship between a (e) VCC structure 
and (c)VCVC is contrastive relationship. The substitution of 
one by the other may hinder the communication. For example: 
7> 
/Uinr Ke bare me puch rehe the/ 
/Um^ r^ ke bare me pUch rshe the/ 
Now, since /Umr/ means 'age' and /Umer/ 'a name', 
a confusion is being created in the comprehension. This 
confusion may be avoided only if an appropriate context is 
provided, e.g. 
(i) /(lerki ki) Umr ke bare me puch r&he the/ 
/(dakter) Um&r ke bare me puch rthe the/ 
(ii)/(ek mUJJesIma) n^sb klya hae/ 
/(tUmara heseb) nsseb Kya hse/ 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Examples: 
Urdu Orth. 
ography 
1^ 
'o-^ 
f V 
^^y 
^ 
'A 
'>-
^ 
^ 
Transcription 
/nszr/ 
/nesb/ 
/nefs/ 
/Umr/ 
/b&rs/ 
/sbd/ 
/asr/ 
/sotr/ 
/reft/ 
Gloss 
gift 
to 
install 
desire; 
sprit 
age 
leprosy 
servant; 
slave 
time 
line 
going; 
departure 
Urdu Orth. 
ography 
^ 
'^.^ 
• / ^  
Transc-
ription 
/nszsr/ 
/nossb/ 
/ns*fss/ 
/Umer/ 
/bsres/ 
/ebsd/ 
/sssr/ 
/satsr/ 
/rt.ff t/ 
Gloss 
vision; 
view 
genealo-
gy 
respira-
tion 
name of 
a Cali-
pha 
year; 
rain 
eternity 
effect 
hidden 
hight 
10. r> /azm/ determination r J /'-Zfm/ a mount-ain 
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IV:5. Standard versus Non-standard Forms 
We know that Urdu is marked, heavily, by variations 
both sociolinguistic as well as regional variation. Due to its 
elegent cultural 'Indianness' it is spoken and understood 
widely in different parts of India, and has a pan-Indian nature. 
Influences of English; Hindi and other Indian languages 
altogether, constantly interact with the internal structure of 
Urdu. That is to say, it gives rise to atterna_^tive standards 
and to a wide range of deviations within a particular standard 
This phenomenon also affects the consonant clusters, 
Moulana Altaf Husain Hali an eminent Urdu critic-
poet and contemporary of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan has made a 
distinction between /am elti/ and /svam ki slti/ (a common 
mistake and mistake'by common men.) According to him: 
"There is a great difference between a common 
mistake and a mistake by common men. The |wrongj words which 
get currency among educated and the uneducated, are included 
in the common mistake. The use, of such words is not only 
legitimate but should also be prefered on the correct ones. But 
those |wrong,{ words which are in use among the uneducated 
masses, instead of the educated elite should be given up, e.g, 
/mlJaz/ for /mIzaJ/;/n&xalIs/ for /xalIs/;/d5rvez2a/ for 
/dbrvaza/ etc." 
(Free Translation) 
Implied in such a distinction is the idea of 
acceptable versus non-acceptaoie deviations. Besides, it also 
favours the inclusion of certain deviations within the norm 
we have roughly estimated that a certain number of cluster-
simplified words are now given acceptance due to their hiah 
high frequency and wider distribution. 
Examples: 
Si. Transcription Gloss 
No. 
Si. Transcription Gloss 
No. 
1. /seder/ 
2. /emen/ 
3. /qedsr/ 
4. /Seher/ 
5. /hezem/ 
6. /flksr/ 
7. /zlker/ 
8. /esel/ 
9. /qetel/ 
10. /neqel/ 
11. /gekel/ 
12. /nezem/ 
13. /eqel/ 
14. /beref/ 
15. /seber/ 
16. /zeher/ 
•pres ident ; 
c h i e f 
•peace' 
'value;worth 
'city' 
17. /zexem/ 
18. /^erem/ 
19. /dexel/ 
20. /nesel/ 
'(to)digest' 21. /^eder/ 
'worry;thought'22. /zereb/ 
'mention' 23. /vehem/ 
'real' 
'murder' 
'imitation' 
'form' 
'poem' 
'wisdon' 
'ice' 
•patience' 
'poison ' 
24. 
26. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
/qeher/ 
/neJem/ 
/fsJer/ 
/eser/ 
/vltsr/ 
/neqed/ 
/me^^ez/ 
'injury' 
'shame; bashnes: 
'interference' 
'breed; gener-
ation ' 
'mutiny' 
'to hammer' 
'doubt' 
'fury' 
'star' 
'morning prayer 
'time ' 
'a kind of 
namaz' 
'cash ' 
'brain ' 
Often it becomes difficult to choose the right form, 
even in the writing system of Urdu. The contemporary trend in the 
Urdu writing is towards lesser diacritic marks, lack of which 
creates a confusion as to the phonetic form of the word. However, 
in distinguishing between cluster-words and non-cluster-word 
the following may be helpful: 
provision of adequate diacritic marks 
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reference to the metric compositions(poetry) 
kadio and Television 
IV:6. Cluster Simplification with Vowel Replacement 
Cluster simplification with vowel replacement is 
another interesting phenomenon. It is found in a number of 
words. In this case the variation goes in the following manner; 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Standard Form 
CVCC 
/neql/ 
/qism/ 
/nesl/ 
/fesl/ 
AiE^r/ 
/sokl/ 
/dexl/ 
8. /flkr/ 
Form 1 
CVC5C 
/neqel/ 
/qlSBm/ 
/nesel/ 
/fessl/ 
/hsScr/ 
/2'eksl/ 
/d&xel/ 
/fTKar/ 
Form 2 
CVCIC 
/neqll/ 
/qlsim/ 
/nesll/ 
/fesll/ 
/he^Ir/ 
/gskll/ 
/dexll/ 
/flkir/ 
In forms under 1 and 2 a central short vowel |-£—| 
is replaced by Front short vowel £-1-]/ i.e. [j-^ -]]'^ L^ ^  ^  • 
Now, we could have ass\imed that these three forms of a single 
word are related to a hierarchy of classes in the socioeconomic 
or education index, but we have no sufficient evidence to 
support this argument. A greater amount of data is required to 
test this kind of I'typothesis. 
Let us give some more finer examples of vowel 
replacement: 
SI. Urdu 
No. 
Gloss 
interference /dtxl/ /dtxsl/ /dexll/ 
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Si. 
No. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Urdu 
cT' 
J^ 
"^ V 
> 
^ 
y' 
V 
Gloss 
real; actual 
copy; imitation 
chapter; crop 
race; breed 
body 
type; sort 
a kind of namaz 
doomsday 
thought; worry 
mention 
perfume 
cash 
prose 
expense 
S 
/asl/ 
/neql/ 
/f&si/ 
/nasi/ 
/JIsm/ 
/qism/ 
/vltr/ 
/hsSr/ 
/flkr/ 
/zlkr/ 
/Itr/ 
/nsqd/ 
/n&sr/ 
/xsrc/ 
1 
/oS&l/ 
/neqsl/ 
/fSSBl/ 
/nessl/ 
/Jlsem/ 
/qIs em/ 
/vltsr/ 
/hessr/ 
/flker/ 
/zlkar/ 
/Iter/ 
/neqed/ 
/nsser/ 
/xsroc/ 
2 
/s^sll/ 
/neqil/ 
/fssll/ 
/nesll/ 
/Jlsim/ 
/qlsim/ 
/vltir/ 
/haSlr/ 
/flkir/ 
/zlkir/ 
/Itir/ 
/naqld/ 
/n&slr/ 
/xsric/ 
Wrie the help of the available data we are however able 
to observe that: 
Among Urban speakers the choice of a variant is between the 
first two i.e. CVCC and CVCeC, e.g /he^r/ and /hs^er/. 
while among rural speakers the choice is between last two 
forms, i.e. CVC&C and CVCIC, e.g. /hsSsr/ and /he^Ir/. 
In other words the starting point for urban speakers is the 
standard form itself whereas form 2 is the actual starting 
point for rural speakers. 
Simplification of the cluster and replacement of |j-e-J by 
Q-I-] is an extreme case of variation found among rural 
speakers and to some extent, among the non-literate Urban 
speakers. 
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The rural speech prefers vowel |j-I-J between the two 
consonants on vowel i.^ "}• 
IV: 7. A Note on Attitudes 
In a speech community where several varieties of a 
language are used, the individuals have different attitudes 
towards particular varieties. A distinction seems possible 
between (a) what people claim they use and (b) what the 
investigator's observations on the matter are. We have made 
certain general observations as to the attitudes of speaker 
towards the language use. These, can briefly be mentioned in 
the following. 
(i) UMC and educated respondents claim that they never 
or seldom break the standard consonant clusters. 
While the analysis shows that there is a considerable 
cluster simplication in their speech especially, in 
the informal situations. That is to say their claims 
and use never coincide, 
(ii) the Rural Speakers, non-literates and lower class 
speakers hardly realize any difference between cluster 
retained and cluster simplified words. 
(iii) when the text was supplied to the urban speakers, 
at first they did not realize the purpose of the 
text reading but after going through help of the 
text they were able to get clues about the purpose 
^o they shifted their style toward a more conscious 
speech. It resulted into the increase in cluster 
retention in the later help of the text. This implies 
a simple fact that greater the consciousness lower 
the natural speech. Their recorded speech was, therefore 
complimented by the use of language in natural conver-
sation, through anonymous observations. 
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Analysis of the monosyllabic words having 
(C)VCC structure which forms the main part of this 
investigation, has revealed that consonant cluster 
simplification or retention in Urdu depends on the 
social background of the speakers. The social 
variables, mainly, socioeconomic class, education 
and age affect the use of consonant cluster in Urdu. 
Significant differences in the use of 
consonant clusters have been found in case of the 
socioeconomic classes of the speakers. The four-
categories of the socioeconomic class, namely the 
upper middle class, the middle class, the lower 
middle class and the lower class display a relgityr' 
• ' * ' • 
clear-cut variation in the number of cgfts^ 'eirant 
clusters. For example: . - «Z3<S f ^ ^ P^'*'^i 
C a t e g o r i e s S i m p l i f i c a t i o r ^ ^ H a j J l ^ r i ^ 
TR WL 
UMC 3 3 . 5 2 6 . b 
MC 39 2 5 . 5 
L;-IC 41 3 2 . 5 
LC 6 5 . 5 5 6 . 5 
P e r c e n t a g e o r c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r s i m p l i f i -
c a t i o n i n c r e a s e s liron; n i y i i e r s o c i o e c o n o m i c c l a s s t o 
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the lower socioeconomic class, i.e. lower the 
socioeconomic class higher the consonant cluster 
simplification and higher the socioeconomic class 
lower the percentage of consonant cluster simplifi-
cation. This variation has systematically been 
observed in both the styles of speech, namely, text 
reading and word lists. 
Education level is another significant 
variable responsible for consonant cluster retention 
or simplification. Percentage of cluster simplification 
varies in inverse proportion to the education back-
grounds of the speakers. Simplification percentage 
rises with a decrease in the education level and 
falls with an increase in the education level. That 
is to say higher number of consonant clusters are 
retained by the speakers with high education, whereas 
minimum consonant clusters are retained by the 
speakers with low education. The inter-category 
differences between E4 and E3, between E. and E^ and 
oetween E. and E also vary. Consequently, the variati 
reaches its maximum point between the two extremes, 
i.e. the high and low education levels. Both styles 
differ in the same way. 
on 
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Age f a c t o r / h o w e v e r , shows a m a r g i n a l 
e f f e c t on t h e s i m p l i f i c a t i o n o r r e t e n t i o n of t h e 
c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r i n Urdu , The d i f f e r e n c e i n t h e 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n p e r c e n t a g e i s c o n s i d e r a b l e o n l y 
be tween Ao and A^. T h a t i s t o s a y be tween o l d and 
young . Age f a c t o r , h o w e v e r , d o e s n o t e f f e c t t he use 
of c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r s i n t h e same v/ay a s e d u c a t i o n 
o r s o c i o e c o n o m i c c l a s s . 
Sex shows a n e g l i g i b l e e f f e c t on t h e number 
of c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r s . I t i s t h e r e f o r e , n o t a 
r e l e v a n t s o c i a l f a c t o r i n t h e s t u d y of t h e c - n s c n a n t 
c l u s t e r v a r i a t i o n i n Urdu . 
A r e v e r s e p r o c e s s of h y p e r c o r r e c t i o n has 
been found a s a c o u n t e r a c t i n g phenomenon a g a i n s t 
c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n . That i s t o say 
u n u s u a l r e t e n t i o n a g a i n s t u s u a l s i m p l i f i c a t i o n . 
H y p e r c o r r e c t i o n n o t o n l y seems t o c o u n t e r b a l a n c e t h e 
c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n b u t a l s o l e a d s t o 
t h e e x i s t e n c e of an a l t e r n a t i v e s t a n d a r d which 
i m p l i c i t l y shows a l i n g u i s t i c change i n p r o g r e s s . 
This however , d o e s n o t imply 'chat in t he p r e s e n t 
s t u d y t h e number of c l u s t e r s i m p l i f i e d words in.^/ ur-
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exactly equal to the number of hypercorrected 
(cluster retained) forms, because we have not 
focussed on this issue. A fulfledged study of 
hypercorrection in the use of consonant clusters may 
reveal more systematic and regular aspects of socio-
linguistic change in progress. 
A change from formal to informal context 
also leads to considerable consonant cluster 
simplification. The educated/urban speakers break 
up the consonant cluster by placing a Schwa [-t'-J 
between the two consonants, without any other 
modification. /;hile the non-literate/rural speakers 
break up most of the consonant clusters by the 
addition of schwa as well as by replacing the schwa 
^-a-Q by ]j-I~J/ Rural speakers generally prefer L~^~J 
on [j-S-j between the two consonants. 
The percentage of cluster simplification in 
the informal urban speech roughly equals the percentage 
of simplification in rural speech. Out of a maximum 
three variants CVCC, CVCc^ C and CVCIV the CVCcC is the 
most common form which wioely occurs in urban as v/ell 
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as rural varieties. 
In conclusion, it can be safely said 
that of all the four variables that have been 
studied by the present investigator,education and 
socio-economic variables are the two most important 
factors reponsible for the simplification or 
retention of consonant clusters in Urdu. 
A P P E N D I X 
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I. THE PRIMARY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name : 
Sex : 
Age ; 
Religion : 
Place of Birth : 
Education : 
Occupation ; 
Stay in Aligarh s 
Possessions : 
Income : 
Language : 
I I . L IST OF THE SELECTED WORDS 
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Serial 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Urdu 
Orthography 
V2A>> 
f-
A 
f' 
j ^ 
?^o 
if 
<f 
S cF-
<2> 
r (F 
^> 
-^y. 
Transcription 
veqt 
qedr 
hUkm 
Unr 
zlkr 
xstm 
f srz 
flkr 
sedr 
derd 
esl 
neql 
qetl 
nezm 
^Bkl 
fsrq 
resin 
sql 
terz 
gBrm 
berf 
Gloss 
time 
value; worth 
order 
age 
mention 
end 
duty 
thought; worry 
chief; president 
pain; grief 
real; genuine 
imitation; copy 
murder 
poem; arrangement 
form; figure 
difference 
custom ; tradition 
wisdom; reason 
style; tune 
hot 
ice 
Frequency 
1054 
349 
328 
188 
174 
169 
142 
102 
101 
92 
89 
87 
82 
73 
76 
69 
59 
59 
58 
50 
50 
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Serial Urdu 
No, Orthography Transcription Gloss 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29, 
30. 
y<^ 
(^\ 
CfJ 
r: 
^ 
< ^ 
> ^ 
^ ' 
(:/;> 
ssbr 
emn 
qerz 
zsxm 
qebr 
ifsrm 
he^r 
neqd 
dafn 
patience; endurance 
peace 
debt; loan 
injvury 
grave; tomb 
shame; bashness 
doomsday 
cash; criticism 
bvirial 
Frequenc 
48 
48 
43 
43 
40 
38 
34 
31 
14 
niTEXT 
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IVJ TRANSCRIPTION 
Insan ko chor ker yeha her ciz ki qsdr hae . Jise 
dekhs) hsr veqt sirf deist berhane ki flkr mae rehta hae . ns 
ocche bUre ki flkr ne kisi ka ^sm. Is hsvss ne zindegi ki her 
qedr ko piche chor dlya hae . JIdher dekhlye kIsi ne kIsi ^ekl 
mae qetl o Varst geri ka bazar germ hae . hem neql k© esl per 
fisad ko emn per or resm ko forz per terJih dete hae , hem ne 
Insani Jezbat or ehsasat ko defn ker dlya hae or Un ki qebr 
per asal^o ke raskan bana llye hse Jeha Verez lalec or heves 
ki perverl^ hoti hae . sebr ^Ukr ehsan msndi or bhai care ka 
zindegi mae koi dexl nehi raha hae. csnd log ae se zUrur hae 
Jo ek pUremn zindegi ki xatir mal o delet ki der mas ^amll 
nehi hote. kUch log xUda ke zlkr o flkr ko epna mamul bena 
lete hae . ye log kIsi zexm ya derd se becaen nehi hote sebr 
se kam lete hae . Is resm o rIvaJ ki tehzib mae Jo log ferz 
ki bat kerte hae unhe umr bher dUnlya ki nerm germ sUnni 
psrti hae. bat yehi per xetm nehi hoti aJ ka admi xusi or 
Itmlnan se a n hae . Jeng ki tebah karlyo se admi kebhi mehfuz 
nehi reha lekin aJ ek ferd ke Isare per milo ki abadi ko 
pelek Jhepakte hi viran klya Ja sskta hee . salns ne J^Yia. 
heme asal^e di hse veha Jeng ke llye mohilk hstyar bhi dlye 
hee . ye s^bUsi tql ke kerlsme hee Jo kel zindtgi ke adab or 
apsi mel Jol sikhati thi. Insan ka bed terin hs^r hem hiroS'lma 
87 
or nagasaki mae dekh cUke hse phir bhi hsmare slyasst dano 
sr haklmo k® spni Jengi taqet ke m&zahire k&rte hue ^erm 
nshi ati, hemare ssdr rehnUma or vezir epni Jengi sslahlyet 
ka dh&ndora pitte hee . telyarlya le-rai ki kerte hae or bate 
emn ki k&rte hse . Isi llye Un ki bate bsrf ki terha ssrd ar 
llhJa zehr ki terha tslx hota hse, said ye nsi tehzib Ilm o 
oql ke sbhare mUkammel tsbahi per amada hse . ssl bat ye hae 
ke admi spne hi Jsese dusre ssxs ka bsrabri ka derJa deene 
ke llye n& kel teiyar tha or na aJ hse. farq sirf ye hse ke 
ksl Us ke pas dusre ko zer karne ke tariqe mehdud the aJ la 
mehdud ho gse hse , 
Appendix (v) 
Calculation of co r r e l a t i on for Education, Age & Sex; 
EDUCATION: 
E4 VS. 
^1 
28 
29 
31 
31 
32 
Totals= 151 
r = 4465 
^3 
^2 
30 
31 
31 
27 
29 
148 
- V5 X 
^1^2 
84 0 
899 
961 
837 
928 
4465 
151 X 148 
\ ' 
784 
841 
961 
961 
1024 
4571 
^2 
900 
961 
961 
729 
841 
4392 
^4571 - V5 X (151)^ / 4392 - V5 x (148)^ 
5.4 
Total3= 
^1 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
109 
3.28 X 3, 
^2 
23 
20 
24 
21 
19 
107 
.34 = U . DC 
^1^2 
437 
420 
528 
483 
4 56 
2324 
3 
X 2 
^1 
361 
441 
4 84 
529 
576 
2319 
^2 
529 
400 
576 
441 
361 
2307 
r = 2324 - V5 x 109 x 107 
2391 - -,5 x (lU9j 2307 - 75 X (107) 
d.6 
3.84 X 4 .14 = 0.54 
89 
^4 
^1 
28 
29 ' 
31 
31 
32 
Totals= 151 
Vs ] 
^2 
28 
29 
27 
23 
27 
134 
^2 
^1^2 
784 
841 
837 
713 
864 
4039 
X 2 
^1 
784 
841 
961 
961 
1024 
4571 
X 2 
^2 
784 
841 
729 
529 
729 
3612 
^ 1 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
T o t a l s = 109 
r = 4039 - V5 x 151 x 134 
/4571 - V5 X (151)^ /36I2 - V5 X (134)^ 
- 7.8 
3. 
^2 
19 
18 
18 
21 
19 
95 
.28 X 4.56 
^1^2 
361 
378 
396 
483 
456 
2074 
- = - 0, 
-^' 
361 
441 
484 
529 
576 
2319 
.53 
X 2 
^2 
361 
324 
324 
441 
361 
1811 
r = 2074 - V5 x 109 x 95 
/2319 - V5 x (109)^ / 1 8 I I - V5 x (95)^ 
= 0 . 3 2 
3 . 8 4 x 2 . 4 5 
90 
^4 
""l. 
28 
29 
31 
31 
32 
Totals=151 
Vs 
^2 
27 
29 
24 
28 
25 
133 
^1 
^1^2 
756 
841 
744 
868 
800 
4009 
- . ' 
784 
841 
961 
961 
1024 
4571 
X 2 
^2 
729 
841 
576 
784 
62 5 
3555 
r = 4009 - V5 X 151 x 133 
'4571 - V5 X (151)^ V 3555 - V5 x (133)^ 
- 7.6 
Totals= 
^1 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
109 
X2 
18 
17 
19 
16 
21 
91 
3.28 X 4.14 
^1^2 
342 
357 
418 
368 
504 
1989 
— 
.. 2 
"^ 1 
361 
441 
484 
529 
576 
2391 
• 0.56 
x,^ 
324 
289 
361 
256 
441 
1671 
r = 1989 - 75 x 109 x 91 
2^ 391 - V5 X (109)^ /l671 - /S x (91)^ 
5.2 
= 0.3b 
3.84 X 3.b'f 
91 
A G E 
^3 
^1 
29 
34 
36 
3d 
39 
Totals= 176 
Vs 
^2 
29 
31 
30 
27 
28 
145 
A2 
^1^2 
841 
1054 
lUdU 
1026 
1U92 
5093 
- . ' 
841 
1156 
1296 
1444 
1521 
6258 
X 2 
^2 
841 
961 
9U0 
729 
784 
4215 
r = 5093 - V5 x 176 x 145 
6256 - V5 X (176J^ / 4215 - Y5 x (145)^ 
1.5 
7.92 X 3.16 = 0 . 05 
2 
X^ ^2 ^^ r^ 2 ^1 
16 19 342 324 
19 17 323 361 
21 17 337 441 
23 21 383 529 
23 20 460 529 
Totals= 104 94 1S65 2184 
r = 1965 - ys X 104 x 94 
-2' 
361 
289 
289 
441 
400 
1780 
2184 - V5 X ( 1 0 4 ) ^ / l 7 8 0 - VS x ( 9 4 ) ^ 
9 . 8 
4 . 5 6 x 3 . 5 7 0 . 6 
92 
A3 Vs. 
\ ^2 
29 27 
34 24 
36 29 
38 24 
39 27 
Tota]s= 170 131 
Al 
^1^2 
783 
816 
1044 
912 
1053 
4608 
^^ 1 
841 
1156 
1296 
1444 
1521 
6258 
^2 
729 
576 
841 
576 
729 
3451 
r = 4608 - V5 x 176 x 131 
6258 - 1/5 X (176) 3451 - V5 X (131) 
3 . 2 
— 
^1 
18 
19 
21 
23 
23 
Totals =104 
r = 
r 
1, .92 X 
^2 
1744 
16 
18 
18 
17 
15 
34 
_ 1 
4, 
/5 
.3 
X 104 
— — u. us 
X^X2 
288 
342 
378 
391 
345 
1744 
X 84 
-r' 
324 
361 
441 
529 
529 
2184 
- . ' 
256 
324 
324 
2 89 
225 
1418 
2184 - V5 X ( 1 0 4 ) - I 1 4 1 8 - V5 x (84) 
3 . 2 
4 . 5 6 X 276 = - 0 . 26 
93 
Sex : 
M Vs 
^ 1 
25 
25 
27 
30 
31 
T o t a l s = 1 3 8 
2 
27 
24 
28 
24 
27 
130 
^1^2 
675 
600 
7 56 
720 
837 
3588 
^ 1 
625 
625 
729 
900 
961 
3840 
2 
729 
576 
784 
576 
729 
3394 
r = 3588 - ys x 138 x 130 
^1 
15 
16 
17 
19 
19 
T o t a l s = 86 
3840 - V5 x (138)^ / 3 3 9 4 - 75 x (130)^ 
0 
5.58 X 3.74 
^2 
14 
17 
13 
15 
15 
75 
^1^2 
210 
272 
221 
304 
384 
1291 
.. 2 
"1 
225 
256 
289 
361 
361 
1492 
^2 
196 
289 
169 
2 56 
225 
1135 
r = 1291 - 75 X 86 X 75 
1492 - V5 X (86) 113 5 - V5 X (75) 
3.57 X 3.1G -O.Oi 
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L 0 S S A R Y 
S. Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcri; tion Gloss 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
J:> i» /vsqt/ 
10. 
11. 
12, 
13. 
14. 
15, 
16. 
17, 
IB, 
^J^ 
/ 
f< 
^ 
•w 
r 
/ ^ 
^ 
:ZJ^:>:> 
> 
^ 
/ 
hj^ 
/ m U l k / 
/ s i r f / 
/ q e d r / 
/ h U k n / 
/ q l s n / 
/ 5 ^ h i / 
/ h t zm / 
/ l l m / 
/ ci^nd / 
/ d o s t / 
/ h U s n / 
/ Umr/ 
/ z l k r / 
/ x t m / 
/ i . f ^ / 
time 
country 
only 
value; worth 
person 
order 
kind; sort 
City 
digestion 
knowledge 
a few 
friend 
be a uty, e le c, an ce 
age 
rr. ntion; prayer 
end 
v.'ord 
cr^  / - . . / X L ^,' 
Frequency 
1054 
455 
421 
349 
340 
338 
292 
280 
271 
258 
243 
228 
1G9 
188 
173 
16? 
151 
142 
100 
S. Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription 
1 9 . 
: : o . 
2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 
2 4 . 
2 5 . 
2 6 . 
2 7 . 
2 8 . 
2 9 . 
3 0 . 
3 1 . 
3 3 . 
3 4 . 
3 5 . 
3 6 . 
y^) / cmr / 
y ^ /I^q/ 
J U ^ / s e x t / 
>J^ / J e l d / 
(i^y / r U k n / 
38o 
/ f l k r / 
/ s e d r / 
CA>/L/ / r a s t / 
^y / m^rd/ 
;>/; / derd/ 
j ^ l / esl/ 
VIJ / ntql/ 
CLT / qe tV 
j ? > / ^ b r t / 
^ y / f c r d / 
^ . ^ ^ / t . x t / 
/ n-^zm/ 
/ f - r a / 
Gloss 
p o i n t ; i s s u e 
i ove 
h a r d 
s o o n ; 
r e q u e s t ; b r e a d t h 
member 
t h o u g h t ; worry-
c h i e f ; p r e s i d e n t 
t r u e ; s t r a i g h t 
man; h u s b a n d 
p a i n 
r e a l 
i m i t a t i o n ; copy 
murder 
b e t ; c o n d i t i o n 
i n d i v i d u a l 
form; f i g u r e 
t ' . i rono; s e a t 
poem; arrange rr:ent 
d i f f e r e n c e 
F r e q u e n c y 
139 
122 
121 
113 
110 
109 
102 
101 
100 
96 
89 
87 
82 
78 
77 
77 
73 
73 
69 
101 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription Gloss Frequency 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
-"y 
y 
/terk/ 
/JIsm/ 
/xerc/ 
/zUlm/ 
/rosm/ 
/sql / 
/tsrz/ 
/qebl/ 
/nefs/ 
/lUtf/ 
/nsqS/ 
/cs^ny' 
/gernv/ 
/b&rf/ 
/te'ht/ 
/ssbr/ 
/dsrJ/ 
/emn / 
/ s & r ^ 
/mest/ 
disertion; leaving 68 
body 68 
expense 65 
tyranny 62 
custom;tradition 59 
wisdom; reason 59 
way; style; txme 58 
before 58 
desire; sprit 58 
taste; grace 54 
drawing; painting 54 
eye 53 
hot 50 
ice 50 
control; the inferior 50 
part 
patience; endurance 4 8 
anything written 4 8 
peace 4 8 
cost; expenditure 4 6 
d r u n k ; l u s t f u l 4 5 
102 
S e r i a l 
N o . 
5 9 . 
6 0 . 
6 1 . 
6 2 . 
6 3 . 
6 4 . 
6 5 . 
6 6 . 
6 7 . 
6 8 . 
6 9 . 
7 0 . 
7 1 . 
7 2 . 
7 3 . 
7 4 . 
7 5 . 
Urdu 
O r t h o g r a p h y 
ty" ^ 
: > 
> 
f^^' 
V-'' 
^ 
( ^ • 
y^ 
? 
^j> 
r-^  
^ 
yy^ 
cT" 
^ 1 
M 
Transcr ipt ion Gloss 
/ q 9 r z / debt ; loan 
/ g e r d / 
/ k u f r / 
/zexm/ 
/ sUrx/ 
/ JUrn / 
/ q e b r / 
/t^y.r/ 
/ q s l b / 
/ h s r V 
/ ^ s r n / 
/xUlcy 
/ s e r d / 
/ f e s l / 
/ f e z l / 
/aMk / 
/ s s r / 
dust 
infidelity; 
atheism 
injury 
red 
crime 
grave; tomb 
pride 
heart; mind 
Frequency 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
42 
40 
39 
39 
alphabetical letter 38 
shame; bashness 38 
civility; hospitality 36 
cold 
chapter; part 
Blessing 
tear 
time; prayer 
36 
36 
36 
35 
35 
103 
Ser i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcript ion Gloss 
7 6 , / h s 2 r / doomsday 
Frequency 
34 
7 7 . 
7 8 . 
7 9 . 
8 0 . 
8 1 . 
8 2 . 
8 3 . 
8 4 . 
8 5 . 
8 6 . 
8 7 . 
8 8 . 
8 9 . 
9 0 . 
9 1 . 
J z > ^ 
(P/> 
/<r 
^ 
J-^ 
^ 
^j^ 
J 
• 
cK 
v' 
/ z s b t / 
/ J l l d / 
/ f s r a ^ 
/xuslc/ 
/neqd/ 
/ d e x l / 
/ b e r q / 
/yedr/ 
/muft / 
/mi lk / 
/ n a s i / 
/ zu l f / 
/ k a l t / 
/ r s q s / 
/mUrV 
con t ro l 
skin 
f l oo r ; pavement 
dry 
cash 
e n t e r ; i n t e r f e r ence 
l igh tn ing 
r e b e l l i o n ; Mutiny 
f ree ; without p r i c e 
proper ty 
race ; breed 
cu r l ing lock of h a i r 
farming; (to) c u l t i -
vate 
dance 
cock; b i rd 
33 
32 
32 
30 
31 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
26 
25 
25 
9 2 , 
^ 
/ n e h r / stream; canal 25 
104 
S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography T r a n s c r i p t i o n Gloss 
9 3 . 
94 . 
9 5 . 
9 6 . 
97 . 
9 8 . 
99 . 
100. 
101 . 
102. 
103 . 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
^ / ^ U k r / 
^ 
^j^ 
^ 
C^^ 
Oy> 
^ ' 
- r ^ 
/ JeSV 
/ U z r / 
/ b u r J / 
/ ^UsV 
/qott/ 
/ v e z n / 
/ t s l x / 
/ j s b r / 
/ v 3 s l / 
/bszni / 
/ p U ^ t / 
/ n e z r / 
/ n e s r / 
/ v e j d / 
/?&ms/ 
/ z & r b / 
/ s s b z / 
Gloss 
thanks; graditude 
festival 
excuse 
the tower 
bath 
meat; flesh 
weight 
bitter 
Frequency 
24 
23 
22 
22 
22 
22 
21 
20 
o p p r e s s i o n ; compulsion 20 
un ion ; connec t ion 
mee t ing ; company 
back 
gift 
broadcast 
20 
19 
19 
19 
18 
enthusiasm; ecstacy 17 
the sun 
to hammer 
green 
17 
17 
17 
105 
Serial Urdu 
No, Orthography Transcription Gloss 
111. LJ^- / J I n s / 
112. 
113. 
114. 
cS^-
/ebr / 
/feexs^/ 
Cr^? / d e r s / 
sex; commodity 
cloud 
Frequency 
17 
17 
forgiving; granting 16 
lesson; teaching 15 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
^ ^ 
• 
f'' 
^ 
C^P 
G^ 
y^ 
P 
C^-
r^\ 
/r:^\i^/ 
/nssb/ 
/vehm/ 
/veqf/ 
/mulk/ 
/qehr/ 
/^Irk/ 
/defn/ 
/ m s ^ / 
/ezv / 
/ozm / 
/b&xt/ 
/ism / 
connection; alliance 
(to) install 
whim; suspicion 
charitable fund 
musk 
calamity; fury 
infidelity 
burial 
exercise 
limb 
determination; 
luck; fate 
name; noun 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
S e r i a l U r d u 
Ho-. O r t h o g r a p h y T r a n s c r l p t l on G l o s s 
1 2 8 . 
1 2 9 . 
1 3 0 . 
1 3 1 . 
1 3 2 . 
1 3 3 . 
1 3 4 . 
1 3 5 . 
1 3 6 . 
1 3 7 . 
1 3 8 . 
1 3 9 . 
A' 
^ ^ 
' ^ 
1 4 0 . 
1 4 1 . 
1 4 2 . 
1 4 3 . 
1 4 4 . 
^ 
i 
^ 
0^ 
/ g s ^ t / 
/ f i l m / 
/ e r ^ / 
/ s d h l / 
/ p a s t / 
/ q e s r / 
/ z o h r / 
/ z i s t / 
/ t i f l / 
/ d s ^ t / 
/ b e d r / 
/ j s z b / 
/ s e h n / 
/tehn / 
/iisrad / 
/ z l i r a i / 
/ q U f l / 
walk; stroll 
film 
sky 
easy 
low; mean 
bAlace; chamber 
mi d-day 
life 
child 
jungle; forest 
the full moon 
attraction; 
absorption 
courtyard 
mortgage 
praise; hymn 
related 
lock 
Frequency 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
9 
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Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription Gloss 
145. /hIJr/ 
1 4 6 . 
1 4 7 . 
1 4 8 . 
1 4 9 . 
1 5 0 . 
1 5 1 . 
1 5 2 . 
1 5 3 . 
1 5 4 . 
1 5 5 . 
1 5 6 . 
1 5 7 . 
1 5 8 . 
1 5 9 . 
1 5 0 . 
1 6 1 . 
1 6 2 . 
^ 
iTr 
^ - ^ 
Lyj> 
o ^ 
^ < / 
o^ 
vJl>^^ 
^ 
M^ 
(Ty) 
J^J' 
py^ 
^ 
^ 
h^ j> 
/\i^Tq / 
/ J e h l / 
/ c e r x / 
/ h i r s / 
/ U r s / 
/ kerb / 
/ )fsrq / 
/ Bks / 
/ y a f t / 
/ mehv/ 
/ qe sd / 
/ erz / 
/ xUrd/ 
/ ze rd / 
/ l-jfv/ 
/ nerx / 
/ v e s t / 
separation 
a leaf 
ignorance 
sky 
greed; ambition 
annivarsary 
grief; pain 
immersed; drowned 
reflection; image 
income; gain 
Frequency 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
absorbed; fascinated 7 
intention 7 
earth 7 
small 7 
pale 7 
absurd 7 
current market rate 7 
middle 7 
1 0 8 
S e r i a l 
No. 
1 6 3 . 
1 6 4 . 
1 6 5 . 
1 6 6 . 
1 6 7 . 
1 6 8 . 
1 6 9 . 
1 7 0 . 
1 7 1 . 
1 7 2 . 
1 7 3 . 
1 7 4 . 
1 7 5 . 
176 . 
1 7 7 . 
1 7 8 . 
1 7 9 . 
1 8 0 . 
Urdu 
O r t h o g r a p h y 
o^ 
cJ 
i^ 
^1 
> ) 
d^-
1^^ 
?" 
o^y 
f-
. — ^ ^ 
V 
y 
Tr an s c r i p t i on 
/ n 3 q s / 
/ l o X t / 
/ q U r b / 
/ t U n d / 
/ h l f z / 
/ e j r / 
/&XZ / 
/ b u x l / 
/ r e ^ V 
/ s a x t / 
/ f U q r / 
/ m s k r / 
/ n e r s / 
/ n a J n / 
/ h e f t / 
/ k s s b / 
/ f e r V 
/ f e J r / 
G l o s s 
d e f e c t 
p i e c e ; p a r t 
v i c i n i t y ; n e a r n e s s 
b i t t e r ; s t r o n g 
p r o t e c t o r 
r e m u n e r a t i o n 
c o n c l u s i o n ; se izxare 
a v a r i c e ; f r u g a l i t y 
e n v y ; J e a l o u s y 
s t r u c t u r e 
d e v o t i o n ; p o v e r t y 
f r a u d ; c h e a t i n g 
n u r s e 
s t a r 
s e v e n 
a q u i s i t i o n ; g a i n 
e x c e s s 
dawn; morn ing 
F requency 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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S e r i a l Urdu 
No. O r t h o g r a p h y T r a n s c r i p t i o n G l o s s 
1 8 1 . 
1 8 5 . 
1 8 6 . 
1 8 7 . 
1 8 8 . 
1 8 9 . 
1 9 1 . 
1 9 2 . 
1 9 3 . 
1 9 4 . 
1 9 5 . 
1 9 6 . 
1 9 7 . 
O l^ 
^ . 
v j L t A ^ 
> 
/ t s n z / 
1 8 2 . "^ / © J z / 
1 8 3 . J i ^ / I t r / 
1 8 4 . (J^^ / r l z q / 
/ c U s t / 
/ s e b t / 
/ I z n / 
/ J e h d / 
(__-., / b e r t / 
1 9 0 . (jJ^J / b e t n / 
/ J o S t / 
/ s U s t / 
/ s&mt / 
/ t s ^ t / 
/ ^ U t r / 
/ x U l d / 
s a t i r e 
F r eq ue ncy 
4 
^ ^ / b o l b / 
sxJDinission; h v i m i l i t y 4 
perfxime; s c e n t 4 
l i v l i h o o d ; food 4 
a c t i v e ; t i g h t 4 
f i r m ; i m p r e s s i o n 4 
p e r m i s s i o n 4 
a t t e m p t ; e n d e a v o u r 4 
u s e 3 
womb; b e l l y 3 
jximp 3 
l a z y 3 
d i r e c t i o n 3 
t r a y 3 
came l 3 
p a r a d i s e 3 
b u l b 3 
1 9 8 . ^y> / h i z D / a partyor group 
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Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription Gloss 
199. -J I /ant / 
2 0 0 . 
2 0 1 . 
2 0 2 . 
2 0 3 . 
2 0 4 . 
2 0 5 . 
2 0 6 . 
2 0 7 . 
2 0 8 . 
2 0 9 . 
2 1 0 . 
2 1 1 . 
2 1 2 . 
2 1 3 . 
2 1 4 . 
2 1 5 . 
=^—1 
^ 
^ 
-<} 
^ - ^ 
^y 
t>j> 
^ > ' 
o^ l' 
^ 
c ^ 
y^ 
M^ 
, ^ 
/ b e s t / 
/kUhd/ 
/ ^ e r b / 
/ c s r b / 
/ n u t q / 
/ n s z d / 
/ ^ e r q / 
/ z e r f / 
/U^r / 
/Uns / 
/ x l z r / 
/ r e x 2 / 
/ r smz/ 
/ r i n d / 
/qend/ 
/muS't/ 
end 
tied bound 
bliint; slow 
west 
fat; 
speech(faculty) 
near 
east 
vessel 
tenth part 
affection; love 
name of a prophet 
brilliance 
secret; riddle 
drunkard 
sugar 
fist; handfull 
Frequency 
4 
2 
2 
216. /msYz/ brain; kernel 
Ill 
Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription Gloss 
217. ^ /nexl/ 
2 1 8 . 
2 1 9 . 
2 2 0 . 
2 2 1 . 
2 2 2 . 
2 2 3 . 
2 2 4 . 
> 
• 
• 
Zi^ 
o^y 
r 
j^ 
/ s s t r / 
/ q l s t / 
/ m i r c / 
/ h e r j / 
/ t u r ^ 
/sUqn/ 
/ f i s q / 
225, 
232. 
233. 
yy^ /vird/ 
2 2 6 . 
2 2 7 . 
2 2 8 . 
2 2 9 . 
2 3 0 . 
2 3 1 . 
.^  
C>j. 
& 
^ 
. _ ^ < 
/ x l ^ t / 
/ r s x t / 
/Ur f / 
/ r e z n / 
/ k i b i / 
/ s a p / 
^ ^ / neh^^ 
plant 
line 
Frequency 
1 
installment; portion 1 
pepper 1 
loss; harm 1 
soxor; harsh 1 
flaw 1 
criminal; sin 1 
repetition; memorize 1 
brick 1 
property 1 
/kist/ 
alias 
battle; war 
pride; greatness 
horse 
grammar; syntax 
sown field 
163 
234, ^Jjiy^ / k s ^ ^ revelation 
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S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography T r a n s c r i p t i o n Gloss 
235 . o^>s / q U d s / h o l y ; pu re 
Frequency 
1 
2 3 6 . 
2 3 7 . 
2 3 8 . 
2 3 9 . 
2 4 0 . 
2 4 1 . 
2 4 2 . 
2 4 3 . 
2 4 4 . 
2 4 5 . 
(J^ 
J j ^ 
L^A^y 
^ 
^ 
^ ^ 
/ ^ s b z / 
/ x e b t / 
/ r e f t / 
/ t o r s / 
/ h U z n / 
/xUnur / 
/ s e q l / 
/ t U x m / 
Aizt"/ 
/ s q d / 
constipation 
insanity; menia 
going; departure 
leprosy 
sorrow 
intoxication 
heaviness 
seed 
lie 
knot; marriage 
2 4 6 . 
2 4 7 . 
2 4 8 . 
2 4 9 . 
2 5 0 . 
2 5 1 . 
2 5 2 . 
^ 
^ 
C>/ 
-^ V 
^ • 
• r ^ 
/ n e s r / 
/ l e h r / 
/ e h l / 
/•zohr / 
/ m e h r / 
/ b e h r / 
/ s e h r / 
prose 
wave 
p e o p l e ; m a s t e r 
•yvui-cC ^ oO:v*i 
f a v o u r ; l o v e 
s e a 
magic 
31 
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Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography TranscrIptlon Gloss 
2 5 3 . 
2 6 5 . 
2 6 6 . 
2 6 7 . 
2 6 8 . 
2 6 9 . 
2 7 0 . 
<_>ot*^ / s o l b / 
2 5 4 . 
2 5 5 . 
2 5 6 . 
2 5 7 . 
2 5 8 . 
2 5 9 . 
2 6 0 . 
2 6 1 . 
2 6 2 . 
2 6 3 . 
2 6 4 . 
( J ^ 
f/ 
'y^ 
^ ' ' 
c - J y P 
&" 
6^ 
<^iJ 
/ ( l e b z / 
/bU^f?/ 
/ r l h m / 
/ r e h m / 
/ B d l / 
/ r e J z / 
/ t U r k / 
/ d a r k / 
/ t e b l / 
/ ^ ^ ' ) ( 1 / 
/ p&^in/ 
<^\ 
< ^y 
^ 
i 
/ &ng / 
/ r e n g / 
/ J o n g / 
/ z & n g / 
/ g & n j / 
/ k u n j / 
Frequency 
1 death on a cross; 
vexing 
pulse 
malice; hatred 
womb 
mercy 1 
justice; equity 1 
song (for warriors) 1 
a turk 1 
insight 1 
drum 1 
pastime; occupation 1 
hair 1 
part of body; limb 1 
colour 1 
war 1 
rust 1 
treasure; market 1 
seclusion^' lane 
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Serial Urdu 
No. Orthography Transcription Gloss 
271. 
272. 
^ y /renj/ 
^ ^ /cu^d / 
273. ^^Ji^ /nisf / 
grief; sorrow 
owl 
half 
Frequency 
1 
274. 
275. 
276. 
211. 
278. 
279. 
280. 
281. 
282. 
283. 
284. 
285. 
286. 
287. 
288. 
c J z ^ ^ 
^ 
V 
e^ 
v^ 
^ 
^ 
^ ' 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
b^/? 
^c 
• • 
cP 
/vesf / 
/ebd / 
/qeht / 
/mesx / 
/mlsr / 
/isms / 
/ehd / 
/pehr / 
/dehr / 
/teng / 
/zehn / 
/hind / 
/nend / 
/misl / 
/silk / 
quality; characteristic 
servant; slave 
famine; lack 
defected 
egypt 
touch 
promise; reign 
division of time into 
3 hrs 
world 
tight; narrow 
mind 
India 
husbands sister 
similar; like 
thread; path 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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S e r i a l Urdu 
No. Orthography T r a n s c r i p t i o n Gloss 
289. 
290. 
296 . 
296. 
297. 
^, 
292. y ^ 
293. (j^ 
M". 
^ 
y^^ 
298. CA>^ 
299. < ^ ' 
300. 
/ g i r d / 
-:J^ ^ /ae t^/ 
291. tJS^y, /post/ 
/ e f v / 
/ lehn / 
294. O ^ /sidq/ 
/ bend / 
/zirt/ 
> ^ / b e s t / 
/ a t f / 
/ gUrz / 
/ mehr / 
about; near 
hand; diarrhoea 
skin; bark 
forgive 
voice; Melody 
truth 
closed; prevented 
defaced; ugly 
wide. 
kindness; favour 
battle-axe 
Frequency 
1 
(oV€.J |Clwcl>vfc/x> 1 
I. Words have been arranged here, according to their frequency 
in descending order. For frequencies of words, we have referr 
to Hasanuddin Ahmad, Urdu Word Count, (1973). It is an 
exhaustive list of Urdu words drawn from a variety of sources 
such as from spoken language and movies, literary and religio 
writings, newspapers and journals, official and legal languag 
etc. 
